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SUMMARY 

There is considerable uncertainty in the major factors that influence the 
selection of an approach and the timing for developing Fast Breeder Reactor 
(FBR) technology. Because a reactor development program involves the con
struction of a sequence of large power plants over many years, the duration 
and cost of the program are highly uncertain. There is also considerable 
uncertainty in estimates of when FBR technology will be economically competi
tive with other central station power plant options. Because of these plan
ning uncertainties, it is not possible to structure, with complete confidence, 
a development program that provides a mature technology exactly when economic 
forces establish market demand. 

Despite these uncertainties, near-term decisions regarding the nature and 
pace of the FBR development program must be made. This report is part of a 
larger program which is designed to provide DOE with information that can be 
used to make strategic programmatic decisions. This report examines one cri
terion for introducing a commercial FBR: that is, economic competitiveness 
with a Light Water Reactor (LWR). For this analysis, the commercial FBR is 
assumed to be the fifth-of-a kind replicate resulting from one of the develop
ment strategies discussed in Characterization of Alternative FBR Development 
Strategies (Boegel and Clausen 1981). This reactor represents an economically 
mature plant, since many of the first-of-a-kind costs will have been incurred 
by earlier replicate plants. This FBR is deemed economically competitive when 
its life-cycle energy cost is less than or equal to that of an LWR. The FBR 
introduction date refers to the date that a fifth-of-a-kind replicate coming 
on-line meets this criterion. 

The results of this analysis are used in a comparative analysis of alte
rnative FBR development stategies in A Method of Selecting Fast Breeder 
Reactor Development Strategies in the Presence of Uncertainties (Fraley and 
Burnham 1981). The strategies evaluated in these studies assume both 1000-
and 1457-MWe FBRs. Since the capital costs per kilowatt, and therefore the 
energy costs, for these two FBR sizes are different, they will become economi
cally competitive at different times. Key data for this analYSis are proba
bilistic representations of nuclear growth capacity, uranium supply, and 
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reactor capital cost. Other data have significantly less impact on the 
results. Nuclear capacity growth projections are developed in this report. 
Uranium supply and reactor captial cost data are documented in companion 
reports (Piepel et al. 1981; Boegel and Clausen 1981). 

The key results of this analysis and much of the input data are expressed 
in terms of probability. The probability density function of FBR introduction 

dates expresses the probability that this criterion is first met in a specific 
year or interval. Figure 1 shows the probability density functions for the 

dates that the 1000- and 1457-MWe FBRs will become economically competitive 
with LWRs. The probability density function for the 1457-MWe FBR has an 

expected value date or weighted average date of 2030, compared with 2033 for 

the probability density function for the 1000-MWe FBR. This difference is due 
to the lower capital cost per kilowatt for the larger FBR. This figure illu
strates the magnitude of uncertainty associated with the FBRls economically 
competitive date. Dates between 2022 and 2041 for the 1457-MWe FBR and dates 
between 2025 and 2047 for the 1000-MWe FBR are within the 90% confidence 
interval. This uncertainty confirms the desirability of using a probabilistic 
approach to describe the date that the FBR will become economically competi
tive. No single date adequately characterizes these results. 

Intermediate results for calculating the probability density function for 
the FBR becoming commercially competitive are probabilistic projections of 
~uraniumls cost, LWRls energy cost, and FBRls energy cost. These results are 
reported. In addition, the sensitivity of the results to introduction of 
advanced isotope separation technology and advanced converter reactors is 
examined. Introduction of these technologies delays the date the FBR becomes 
economically competitive by 1 to 4 years. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This report is part of a series of analyses evaluating alternative strat
egies for developing the fast breeder reactor (FBR). These analyses are sum
marized in Analyses of Alternative FBR Development Strategies (Burnham et ale 
1981). Two other reports in that series provide additional details about data 
used in this report. Probabilistic Estimates of U.S. Uranium Supply (Piepel 
et ale 1981) describes the derivation of the probabilistic uranium supply and 
cost data used in this report. Characterization of Alternative FBR Development 
Strategies (Boegel and Clausen 1981) is the source of LWR and FBR reactor cost 
data for this analysis. The results.of this report are used as input for 
developing decision information in A Method for Selecting FBR Development 
Strategies in the Presence of Uncertainties (Fraley and Burnham 1981). 

The commercial introduction date is of fundamental importance in the 
selection of a strategy to develop an FBR. For purposes of this study, it is 
assumed that the FBR will be commercially introduced in the U.S. when it is 
economically competitive with the light water reactor (LWR). A relatively 
early introduction date could dictate a development strategy that proceeds 
rapidly through the developmental and prototypical plant stages. Later intro
duction would allow for a more deliberate developmental program, with little 
or no overlap between successive stages. Determining economic competitiveness 
is a complex process and requires the prediction of such factors as nuclear 
capacity growth, uranium cost, implementation of technology improvements, and 
ultimate FBR cost. This report analyzes the relationship between these fac
tors and the commercial introduction date. 

Because all the factors have a broad range of potential values, it is 
misleading to predict a single date when the FBR will be economically competi
tive. Therefore, both the critical factors and the date that an FBR will be 
commercially competitive are expressed in terms of time-dependent probabili
ties rather than as single values. By expressing the analytical results in 
probabilistic terms, the relative likelihood of various FBR introduction dates 
can be estimated. To decision-makers, this approach is more useful than the 
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traditional approach of selecting individual values for key variables to cal
culate a single introduction date. In the traditional approach, even if the 
values are selected parametrically to generate a matrix of FBR introduction 
dates, no insight is provided into the relative merit of one date versus 
another. Therefore, the individual decision-maker may select, with some jus
tification, the combination of factors that supports his point of view. The 

\ 

treatment of input data and expression of resulting dates in terms of proba
bilities tends to overcome this limitation of parametric analyses. Appendix A 
reviews the use of probability functions and the terminology used to charac
terize probability functions. 

The report is organized into three major sections. It first (Chapter 2) 
describes the criterion of economic competitiveness used to determine the com
mercial introduction date for the FBR, and the methodology used to calculate 
the time-dependent probability of satisfying that criterion. It then (Chap
ter 3) describes the data used in that calculation, and the results (Chapter 4) 
of the calculations. Details of the input data and calculations are found in 
Appendices B through F. 
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2.0 APPROACH 

The criterion for introducing a commercial FBR is assumed to be economic 
competitiveness with the LWR. For the purpose of this report, and for con
sistency with the companion reports, the FBR introduction date refers to the 
date the reactor achieves full power. Therefore, the criterion for FBR intro
duction is energy cost less than or equal to that of an LWR coming on-line the 
same year. Economic competitiveness with the LWR is not the only possible 
criterion for introducing the FBR; for example, uranium limitations and socie
tal benefit are other possible criteria. The former criterion suggests that 
the FBR should be introduced as a last resort, only when uranium limitations 
allow no more LWRs to be fueled. The latter, societal benefit, is usually 
expressed in terms of discounted (present worth) savings or cost of introduc
ing the FBR into the energy economy at various future dates. In such an anal
ysis, the FBR displaces the most expensive energy sources (coal, oil, solar, 
etc.) used for generating electricity. Since the FBR generates excess fuel, 
which allows additional FBRs to be fueled later, and displaces future expen
sive sources of energy, early FBR introduction may be beneficial even if its 
energy cost at the time it is introduced exceeds that of energy from the 
sources it displaces. 

Satisfying the uranium limitation criterion implies that individual util
ities would delay introducing an economically competitive FBR. This means 
voluntarily incurring an energy cost penalty for their rate payers. The soci
etal benefit criterion can be satisfied only if some utilities introduce the 
FBR before it is economically advantageous to their current rate payers in 
order to decrease the future energy cost. Again, a voluntary cost penalty is 
incurred by a utility to the detriment of its current rate payers. Neither of 
these alternatives to the selected criterion reflects utilities' current 
decision-making practices. 

The acquisition of any type of nuclear generating capacity entails unique 

regulatory and institutional constraints. Therefore, a utility generally will 

order a nuclear unit only if the nuclear option shows economic advantages 
relative to other power generating options. The decision to order an FBR will 
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thus be based on a comparison with other nuclear options rather than on a com
parison with all available power generation options. The criterion that the 
FBR be economically competitive with an LWR is an appropriate model of the 
utilities' decision-making process. 

Comparing the future cost of energy from LINRs and FBRs requires project
ing the capital, operating, fuel, and fuel cycle costs for these reactors. 
The capital, operating, and fuel cycle costs are reasonably well known for an 
LWR. However, the future cost of uranium is not so well known because of 
uncertainty in both the supply of uranium and the interaction between supply 
and demand. Uncertainties exist for the FBR's capital, fuel, and fuel cycle 
costs because neither a large commercial FBR nor commercial sized fuel cycle 
facilities have ever been constructed or operated in the U.S. These uncer
tainties are expressed probabilistically in our analysis. 

Determining when the FBR will be competitive is a three step process. 
The first step requires projecting the future rate of uranium consumption for 
each of three estimates of the total domestic uranium supply. The steps of 
this calculation are depicted in Figure 2.1. A set of nuclear power capacity 
projections and their relative probabilities are calculated for each uranium 
supply estimate using an econometric simulation model, ETA MACRO. This model 
is described in detail by Manne (1977). Important factors in the calculation 
of nuclear power capacity projections include the relative costs of LWR energy 
and energy from other sources, economic growth, and the relationship between 
economic growth and energy demand. This calculation is described in Appen
dix C. The alternative nuclear power capacity projections are then combined 
with assumptions about LWR uranium use, introduction of advanced (non-FBR) 

reactors, and reduction of the enrichment tails assay. These assumptions are 
also expressed probabilistically. Probabilities for alternative assumptions 

for these factors are combined to yield probability density functions for 

future uranium consumption. These calculations are shown in Appendix B. 

The second step in the process is to compare life-cycle energy costs of 
future LWRs and FBRs for each selected uranium supply estimate (Figure 2.2). 
The uranium consumption probability functions from the first step are combined 
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with data reflecting the probable cost of uranium as a function of consumption 
to yield time-dependent uranium cost probabilities. The uranium cost proba
bility functions are also a factor in FBR energy cost, since plutonium value 
is related to uranium cost. The future uranium cost probability functions are 
combined with estimates of capital, operating, and fuel cycle costs for LWRs 
and FBRs. The capital costs of the LWR and FBR and the FBR's fuel cycle costs 
are expressed in terms of probability. The resulting time dependent LWR and 
FBR energy costs are then compared to determine the probability that the FBR 
has a lower life-cycle energy cost. Repeating this calculation for various 
future dates results in the time-dependent cumulative probability of meeting 
the criterion for FBR introduction for the assumed uranium supply. This cal
culation is discussed in detail in Appendix B. 

The first two steps of the process are repeated for each assumed uranium 
supply estimate. The third step of the process is to combine these results. 
They are combined, or weighted, based on the relative probabilities of the 
assumed uranium supplies to yield the time-dependent probability that the FBR 
will become economically competitive. The results depend on which uranium 
supply function was used in steps 1 and 2. This part of the calculation is 
illustrated in Figure 2.3. The resultant time-dependent probability is dis
cussed in Chapter 4. 

This output is used in a probabilistic analysis for selecting an FBR 
development strategy (Fraley and Burnham 1981). That analysis compares strat
egy completion dates with the date the FBR is commercially competitive. Thus, 
the commercial introduction date described above corresponds to the required 
completion date for the FBR development strategies. 

The methodology and data used for this calculation may also be used to 
determine the relative impact of other nuclear energy development programs. 
For example, the impact on the analysis' results of introducing an advanced 
converter reactor or improved isotope separation technology is evaluated 

(Appendix F). The potential impact of these technologies on the date the FBR 

becomes competitive is a factor in evaluating those technologies' development 
schedules and costs. 
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3.0 INPUT DATA 

This section summarizes and presents the analysis' important data in 
terms of the three steps of the calculation described in Chapter 2. Addi
tional information and derivations are contained in Appendices C through F. 

3.1 URANIUM CONSUMPTION FOR A SPECIFIC URANIUM SUPPLY FUNCTION 

The conceptual flow of information for this calculation is shown in Fig
ure 2.1. The required data are divisible into major categories of nuclear 
power capacity projections, reactor uranium requirements, and enrichment tails 
assay. These are discussed individually below. 

3.1.1 Nuclear Power Capacity Projections 

Nuclear power capacity projections for three uranium supply functions 
were calculated using the econometric simulation model, ETA-MACRO. The three 
uranium supply functions are shown in Table 3.1. These supply functions rep
resent the lower quartile, middle two quartiles, and upper quartile of the 
probability density function for the total domestic uranium supply, as shown 
on Figure 3.1. The three uranium supply functions correspond to the weighted 
average or expected values of the respective ranges of the uranium supply 
probability density functions. The uranium data are developed in a companion 
report (Piepel et ale 1981). It is important to note that this analysis bases 
future uranium cost on the domestic rate of consumption of the domestic 

TABLE 3.1. Uranium Supply Function Representing Selected Portions of the 
Total Domestic Uranium Supply Probability Density Function 

Portion 
of Total Supply 

(Million ST U3Qgl $50 $70 $100 
Cost ~$/lb, $1980t $15 $200 250 $350 

Lower Quartile 1.89 3.09 4.37 5.41 5.73 5.88 6.05 
Middle Quartiles 2.16 3.49 4.91 6.11 6.49 6.66 6.84 
Upper Quartile 2.43 3.82 5.47 6.86 7.31 7.53 7.71 
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FIGURE 3.1. Uranium Supply Probability Density Function 

uranium supply. This corresponds to no net import or export of uranium. 

Import of inexpensive uranium would delay the date that FBR would become 

competitive with the LWR. Export of domestic uranium would make the FBR 

competitive sooner. 

Two types of data were input to ETA-MACRO to project future nuclear power 

generation capacity: 1) cost data for nuclear energy and alternative energy 

sources (coal, oil, etc), and 2) the econometric relationship between economic 
growth and the impacts of energy, labor, and capital on the economy. The 
relationship between economic growth and these three factors is expressed as 
the elasticity of substitution ( ), which specifies how well energy can be 

substituted for other inputs to the economy. This is defined as the change in 

total energy demand with a change in the cost of energy relative to capital 

and labor. Four equally probable elasticities of substitution were used to 

calculate four projections of nuclear power capacity for each uranium supply 

function. The elasticity of substitution data were derived from data 

collected by a survey of members of the Energy Modeling Forum (EMF), an 

organization created by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) to 
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improve practical applications of energy models to policy issues and 
planning. The growth projections and the elasticities of substitution are 
discussed in more detail in Appendix C. The calculated nuclear power capacity 
projections are shown on Figures 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4. The four projections on 
each figure have equal probability. 

3.1.2 Nuclear Reactor Uranium Requirements 

A current design for a PWR with a once-through (OT) fuel cycle was 
selected as the reference LWR. These reactors are typically refueled annually 
and achieve a fuel exposure of about 30,000 MWd/MT. Several retrofit options 
for these reactors are currently being investigated to decrease uranium 
requirements. Table 3.2 lists some of these improvements and the range of 
uranium savings that may be achieved. The data in the table are from the 
Report of the Nonproliferation Alternative Systems Assessment Program (DOE 
1980) . 

FIGURE 3.2. 

1990 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050 

YEAR 

Nuclear Power Capacity Projections for the Uranium Supply 
Function Representing the Low Quartile of the Domestic 
Uranium Supply Probability Density Function 
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The reference and improved PWR description in Uranium Resource 

Utilization Improvements in the Once-Through PWR Fuel Cycle (Matzie 1980) was 
used for this analysis. The Matzie report describes uranium requirements for 
a reference PWR and a PWR incorporating extended burnup, low leakage fuel 
management, modified lattice design, and end-of-cycle coastdown. Uranium 
requirements for both PWRs were based on a 75% capacity factor, 0.2% 
enrichment tails assay, and annual refueling. These were modified for this 
report to reflect a 65% capacity factor for both 0.1% and 0.2% enrichment 
tails assay. Fuel requirements for refueling every 18-months rather than 

annually were estimated based on the fuel savings shown in Table 3.2. The 
calculated uranium requirements for the reference and improved PWR are shown 

in Table 3.3. 

Transition from the current PWR fuel cycle to an improved fuel cycle was 

assumed to occur at a uniform rate between 1988 and 2000. The l2-month and 
l8-month fuel cycles were assigned equal probabilities (50%), since the 
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greater uranium savings possible with the 12-month fuel cycle are offset by 

the less frequent outage times for the IS-month cycle. At this time the two 
fuel cycles appear equally likely to be accepted by utilities. 

No other advanced reactor systems were assumed implemented before the 
FBR. Even if these systems were available early in the next century, they 
afford only a small cumulative uranium savings before the FBR will be 
available. Therefore, implementation of these systems would have "little 
impact on the date that the FBR becomes economically competitive. Sensitivity 
of the analysis' results to the assumed availability of an advanced reactor is 
shown in Chapter 4. 

3.1.3 Enrichment Tails Assay 

The current enrichment tails assay is 0.2%. When uranium costs increase, 
there will be an incentive to decrease the tails assay, trading increased 
enrichment costs for decreased uranium costs. A detailed analysis of the 
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TABLE 3.2. Reduction in U308 Requirement for Potential 
Retrofit Options in PWRs 

Retrofit 

Increased burnup 
50,000 MWd/MT, 12-month refueling 
50,000 MWd/MT, 18-month refueling 

Lattice changes 
Annular pellets; reduced fuel-rod diameter 
Variable-lattice fuel assembly design 

Improved fuel management and control design 
Low-leakage fuel management 
Other 

Enrichment zoning/fertile blankets 
Pinwise enrichment zoning within assembly 
Axial blanket 

End-of-cycle coastdown 

Full use of batches in startup core 

Reduction in 30-year 
U308 Requirement (%) 

11 
5 

2-3 
1-4 

2-3.5 
1 

0.1 
2-4 

3 

0.5 

TABLE 3.3. Uranium Requirement (short tons U308) per GW for 
the Reference and Improved PWR, 65% Capacity Factor 

First Core Eguilibrium Reload 

Reference PWR, 12-month cycle 
0.2% Tail s 394 168 
0.1% Tails 346 146 

Improved PWR 12-month cycle 
0.2% Ta ils 376 130 
0.1% Tails 330 111 

Improved PWR, 18-month cycle 
0.2% Tail s 376 140 
0.1% Tails 330 120 
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increases in future enrichment capacity required to meet additional demand for 

separative work while decreasing the tails assay is beyond the scope of this 
study. It was assumed that the tails assay would decrease from 0.2% to 0.1%, 
beginning in 1995. The time required to complete the transition depends on 
the assumed nuclear growth schedule. Details of how this transition is 
assumed to occur are discussed in Appendix B. 

The 1995 date for beginning the reduction in tails assay corresponds to 
the scheduled completion of demonstration of one or more of the advanced 
isotope separation technologies currently being evaluated by the Department of 
Energy (DOE). However, reducing the tails assay to 0.1% does not depend on 

the success of that program. The 0.1% tails assay was chosen because it is 
technically feasible using existing gaseous diffusion or centrifuge enrichment 
technology and will become economical as uranium costs increase. The impact 
of introducing advanced isotope separation technology to further reduce the 

tails to 0.05% is discussed in Section 4.5.2. Modifying these assumptions 
have a minimal impact on the results of the analysis. 

3.2 PROBABILITY THAT FBR ENERGY IS LESS EXPENSIVE THAN LWR ENERGY 
i 

FOR A SELECTED URANIUM SUPPLY FUNCTION 

This part of the calculation compares the costs of energy from FBRs and 
LWRs. Data are required to translate the uranium consumption probability 
functions from the first step of the calculation into uranium cost probability 
functions. The uranium cost probability function is then combined with 
non-uranium cost data for the LWR and FBR to calculate energy cost, as is 
illustrated in Figure 2.2. Uranium cost data and LWR and FBR energy cost data 
are discussed below. 

3.2.1 Cost Data for Assumed Uranium Supplies 

Each uranium supply function shown in Table 3.1 represents a range of the 

total domestic uranium supply. The supply function for the lower quartile 
represents the range of potential uranium endowment of 6.62 million short tons 
(ST) or less. The supply function for the middle quartiles represents the 
range between 6.62 and 7.49 million ST U30S' The supply function for the 
upper quartile represents the range from 7.49 million ST U30S and up. 
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Figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 show the uranium cost probabilities as a function of 
cumulative uranium consumption. These data are from Piepel et al. (1981). 
The probability that uranium costs a selected amount ($/lb) or less when some 
quantity of uranium has been consumed is represented by the probability that 
that quantity, or more, of uranium exists at the selected cost. This is 
illustrated in Figure 3.5. On that figure, the probability that uranium costs 
$130/lb or less when 5.0 million ST have been consumed is 0.76. Similarly, 
the probability that uranium costs less than $150/lb is 0.93. These data are 
required to translate uranium consumption probability functions into uranium 
cost probability functions. 

3.2.2 Reactor Capital, Operating, and Fuel Cycle Cost Data 

The capital cost data used in this report were developed in another report 
in this series (Boegel and Clausen 1981). These estimates were developed from 
historical data and consultation with reactor vendors and architect-engineers. 
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Figure 3"8 surrmarizes the data. The capital costs for 1000-MWe and 1457-MWe 
FBRs and for the LWR are shown as probability density functions in terms of 
$/kW. These estimates do not include interest during construction, which is a 
major cost component. Interest during construction is accounted for separately 

in the energy cost calculation. 

Operation and maintenance (O&M) costs and fuel cycle costs are derived 
from data prepared for NASAP (DOE 1980; HEDL 1979) and translated from 1978 
dollars to 1980 dollars for this report. Unit fuel cycle costs were calculated 
from NASAP estimates of construction and operating costs for various facili
ties. Details of these calculations are found in Appendix E. Table 3.4 sum
marizes the O&M and fuel cycle costs used in the analysis. 

The reference LWR fuel cycle for this analysis assumes the storage of 
spent fuel until the contained plutonium is required for fueling an FBR. LWR 
energy costs are calculated by levelizing capital, O&M, and fuel cycle costs 
over the life of the reactor. This results in a probability density function 
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TABLE 3.4. Operation and Maintenance and Fuel 
Cycle Cost Assumptions 

Operation Costs ($1980) 

LWR O&M $17/kW/yr 

FBR O&M $22/kW/yr 

Enrichment $100/SWU 

LWR fabrication $145/kg 

FBR core + axial blanket 

FBR radial blanket 

LWR spent fuel transportation 

FBR spent fuel transportation 

(Pu,U) 02 transportation 

LWR fuel reprocessing + waste management 

FBR fuel reprocessing + waste management 

$599/kg 

$145/kg 

$26/kg 

$95/kg 

$21/kg 

$224-$349/kg 

$324-$431/kg 

for LWR energy cost, since uranium costs and LWR capital costs are both 
expressed in terms of probability density functions. 

FBR energy costs are calculated in a similar manner. The FBR energy cost 
calculation also results in a probability density function, since reactor 
capital cost, some fuel cycle costs, and uranium costs input to that calcula
tion are represented by probabilistic data. 

The methodology for calculating levelized life-cycle costs from capital, 
O&M, fuel and fuel cycle costs is described in Appendix D. Parametric equa
tions for LWR and FBR energy costs as a function of those variables are devel
oped in that appendix. 

3.3 DATA FOR COMBINING INTERIM RESULTS FOR THE THREE 
URANIUM SUPPLY FUNCTIONS 

As was illustrated in Figure 2.3, the interim results for three uranium 
supply functions are combined based on the relative probabilities. Figure 3.1 
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shows that the uranium supply functions have relative probabilities of 0.25, 
0.50, and 0.25, respectively. These probabilities were used to weight the 
results of the calculations for each of the three uranium supply functions and 
complete the calculation of the time dependent probability that the FBR is 
economically competitive with the LWR. The results of this calculation are 
discussed in Chapter 4. Additional calculational details and data are con
tained in Appendices B through F. 
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4.0 RESULTS 

This chapter presents the results of the analysis. Interim results are 
presented for cumulative uranium consumption, uranium cost, LWR energy cost, 
and FBR energy cost. These interim results are required to calculate the time
dependent probability that the FBR is economically competitive with the LWR. 
The last section briefly examines the results when selected assumptions are 
modified relative to the reference case. 

4.1 CUMULATIVE URANIUM CONSUMPTION 

The range of projected uranium consumption reflects two major sources of 
uncertainties. The first, future nuclear capacity, is characterized in the 
analysis by four equally probable nuclear capacity projections for each of 
three uranium supply functions. The second source of uncertainties is the 
annual uranium requirement for future LWRs. The analysis considered the annual 
uranium requirements for 12-month and 18-month fuel cycles with 50,000 MWD/MT 
burnup equally probable for the post-2000 time period. 

The cumulative uranium consumption shown in Figure 4.1 assumes that the 
FBR is not yet on-line. Figure 4.1 shows the the median and 90% confidence 
interval of projected cumulative uranium consumption for the base case assump
tions and data discussed in Chapter 3. The figure shows that there is a 0.95 
probability that cumulative uranium consumption will exceed 2.19 million ST by 
2030, a 0.50 probability that it wlll exceed 2.80 million ST, and a 0.05 prob
ability that it will exceed 3.44 million ST. 

4.2 URANIUM COST 

Probability functions calculated for future uranium costs reflect the 
uncertainties in both future uranium consumption and future uranium supply. 
Figure 4.2 shows the median and the 90% confidence interval for projected ura
nium costs. The projected median uranium cost rises from $45/lb in 2020 to 
$150/lb in 2050. The uranium costs are expressed in 1980 dollars, so the 
increases projected are in addition to inflation. 
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The domestic uranium supply data used in the calculation were developed 

on the basis of uranium cost equaling the levelized life-cycle cost, which 
included a return on mining and milling investment (Piepel 1981). The increase 
in the projected uranium cost reflects the gradual transition to using lower 
grade uranium resources as uranium becomes more scarce; no attempt was made to 
simulate short-term market fluctuations. Implicit in the cost data are the 
simplifying assumptions that the domestic uranium resource base is developed 
in a timely fashion, and that the lowest cost uranium is produced first. This 
would require rapid expansion of domestic uranium mining and milling capacity. 

Market-place realities such as difficulties of capital formation, availa
bility of miners, uncertainty in future uranium demand, and the cost of other 

energy producing resources will cause the actual price of uranium to vary from 
the projected cost of it. Another factor that could affect the cost of uran
ium is the import or export of uranium. This analysis assumes no net import 
or export of uranium. Although this assumption is a reasonable basis for 
evaluating a domestic energy program such as FBR development, the factors that 
affect the development of the domestic resource base also affect the 
desirability of importing or exporting uranium. 

4.3 NUCLEAR ENERGY COSTS 

Projected life-cycle costs (mills/kWh) for LWRs and FBRs are calculated 
for reactors coming on-line between 2000 and 2050. The energy cost calcula
tion is described in detail in Appendix D. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 illustrate 
these energy costs. Those figures show the probability density functions for 
life-cycle costs for the LWR and a 1457-MWe FBR coming on-line in 2025 and 
2035. In 2025, the expected value for the LWR's life-cycle cost is 30 mills/ 
kWh, compared with 32.6 mills/kWh for the 1457-MWe FBR. Using the methodology 
described in Appendix B to compare these two probability density functions 
results in a probability of .17 that the FBR's life-cycle cost is less than 

the LWR's life-cycle cost for a reactor coming on-line in 2025. In 2035 (Fig

ure 4.4), the expected value for the LWR life-cycle cost is 34.8 mills/kWh, 
compared with 27.4 mills/kWh for the FBR. Comparing these two probability 
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density functions yields a .73 probability that an FBR coming on-line in 2035 
will have a lower life-cycle cost than an LWR coming on-line in that year. 

Figure 4.5 shows the calculated median and 90% confidence interval for 
life-cycle cost that an FBR coming on-line between 2000 and 2050 would have to 
achieve to be competitive with an LWR. The median life-cycle cost rises from 
27 mills/kWh in 2000 to 45 mills/kWh in 2050. This target cost corresponds to 
the life-cycle cost for LWRs coming on-line the same year as the first FBR. 
The target energy cost increases with time because uranium costs increase. 
The LWR energy costs shown in the figure should not be confused with the cost 
of LWR energy if the FBR does not come on-line. Commercial introduction of 
the FBR reduces uranium costs, and therefore LWR life-cycle energy costs; this 

is implicit in the data shown in the figure. The details of this calculation 
are found in Appendix B. 

Figure 4.6 shows the calculated median and 90% confidence interval for 
the life-cycle cost of a 1457-MWe FBR coming on-line between 2000 and 2050. 
The median is 35 mills/kWh in 2000 and 20 mills/kWh in 2050. The energy costs 
decrease because the value of uranium recovered in reprocessing LWR fuel for 
the initial FBR plutonium inventory increases and because the value of bred 
plutonium increases as uranium costs increase. The results illustrated in 
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 are included to indicate both the projected trend and 
uncertainty in LWR and FBR life-cycle costs. Any actual comparison between 
life-cycle costs for particular dates should be performed using the complete 
energy cost probability density functions illustrated in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. 
The results of comparing these costs are discussed in the next section. 

4.4 TIME-DEPENDENT PROBABILITY THAT THE FBR IS ECONOMICAL RELATIVE TO THE LWR 

Performing the calculation illustrated in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 for dates 
between 2000 and 2050 yields the time-dependent cumulative probability that 
the FBR has a lower life-cycle cost than the LWR. Figure 4.7 shows the cumu
lative probability distribution for both the 1457-MWe and 1000-MWe FBRs being 
economically competitive with an LWR. There is a .50 probability that the 
1457-MWe FBR is economically competitive by 2030 and that the 1000-MWe FBR is 
economically competitive by 2033. 
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Figure 4.8 displays the same information in its differential form. These 

probability density functions allow comparison of the relative likelihood that 
FBRs coming on-line at various dates would be economically competitive with an 

LWR. This figure also indicates the 90% confidence interval for completion of 
development strategies for the two FBRs sizes. In Boegel and Clausen (1981), 

completion of the development strategy is defined consistently as the date the 

FBR is ready to enter the commercial market. Therefore, these dates on Fig
ure 4.8 are comparable to those reported in Boegel and Clausen (1981). The 
significance of the relationship between the dates the development strategies 
are complete and the date that the FBR becomes economically competitive is 
discussed in Fraley and Burnham (1981). In that analysis it is assumed that 
the commercial FBR does not come on-line until it is economically competitive 
and the development strategy is complete. The cost penalty for completing the 

development strategy before or after the date the FBR would be economically 

competitive is also calculated. The type of data shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 

can also be used to develop the probability function for the difference in FBR 

and LWR life-cycle costs. This is of interest because it illustrates the 
range and likelihood of cost penalties that would be incurred if an FBR were 
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introduced before it is economically competitive. This differs from the cost 
penalty calculated in Fraley and Burnham (1981), since in that report the FBR 
comes on-line only if it is economic. Figure 4.9 shows the cost penalty prob
ability density functions for introducing the FBR at a variety of dates at 
which it is not economically competitive. The probability that the life-cycle 
cost difference (cost penalty) exceeds various costs is plotted. For example, 
the figure shows that an FBR coming on-line in 2025 has a .83 probability of 

incurring a cost penalty. This .83 is the complement of the .17 probability 
(discussed earlier) that the FBR is economically competitive. The figure also 

shows a .50 probability that the cost penalty will exceed 3.4 mills/kWh and a 
.10 probability that the penalty will exceed 6.7 mills/kWh. The upper limit 
cost penalty is approximately 12 mills/kWh, which is less than the difference 
between the cost of nuclear energy and fossil energy for some regions of the 
U.S. 
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4.5 IMPACT OF ALTERNATIVE ASSUMPTIONS 

This section describes the impact of alternative assumptions on the 
results of· the reference case. Specifically, we examine the impact of the 
impending introduction of the FBR on the date that the FBR becomes economically 
competitive, and the impact of alternative assumptions for the introduction of 
advanced reactor or enrichment technology. 

4.5.1 Synergistic Impact Of FBR Introduction 

The results of the analysis refer to when an FBR should be introduced, 
not whether it should be introduced. Implicit in the analysis is the assump
tion that the FBR will eventually be introduced. Because of synergistic 
effects between FBR deployment and LWR life-cycle cost, the cost of LWR energy 
is decreased if an FBR is introduced. Decreased LWR energy costs delay the 
date that FBR becomes economically competitive. In a sense, the FBR competes 
against itself. Knowledge that there will be an FBR deployed delays the dates 
when it will be economical to introduce the FBR. 
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Assuming that the FBR will be deployed requires two major decisions in 
the analysis: 1) selection of an appropriate LWR fuel cycle, and 2) selection 
of the basis for projecting uranium costs. The reference fuel cycle for cal
culating LWR energy costs in this analysis is a stowaway fuel cycle. In the 
stowaway fuel cycle, LWR spent fuel is stored at the reactor until it is 
reprocessed for plutonium for FBRs. No cost or credit is assumed for manage
ment of LWR spent fuel. The cost of plutonium for initial FBR inventory is 
assumed to be the cost of reprocessing LWR spent fuel minus a credit for 
recovered uranium. This is consistent with the assumption that LWR spent fuel 
has no net salvage value. These are reasonable assumptions for determining 
when the FBR will become economically competitive. A utility comparing the 
energy costs of an LWR and an FBR to decide which to purchase would be aware 
that spent fuel from the LWR would eventually be reprocessed. The utility 
could not be sure whether LWR spent fuel would be a net asset or liability, 
but would know that the maximum liability would be less than for disposing of 
the spent fuel. 

If eventual FBR deployment is not assumed, then the throwaway fuel cycle 
is more appropriate for calculating LWR life-cycle costs. In the throwaway 
fuel cycle, spent fuel is a liability and a cost is incurred for its dis
posal. In addition, if spent fuel is later reprocessed for initial FBR pluto
nium inventory, a spent fuel disposal cost is avoided. This cost savings can 
be considered a credit which reduces the initial cost of plutonium, and thus 
reduces FBR energy costs. 

The second consideration is the basis for projecting the cost of uranium. 
Uranium cost probability functions are calculated based on cumulative uranium 
consumption. In order to project uranium costs for calculating the LWR's life
cycle cost, it is first necessary to project subsequent uranium consumption. 
In the analysis the projection of subsequent uranium consumption assumes that 
the FBR is introduced. This results in less uranium consumption then if the 
FBR were not introduced. Therefore, the cost of uranium is reduced, which 
reduces the LWR's life-cycle cost relative to what it would be if we assumed 
that the FBR were not introduced. 
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Figure 4.10 illustrates the impact of these synergistic effects on the 
probability that the 1457-MWe FBR is economically competitive with the LWR. 
The reference case result is compared with the probability that the FBR is 
economically competitive assuming a throwaway fuel cycle and assuming a 
throwaway fuel cycle and increased uranium consumption when the FBR is not 
introduced. The figure shows that each of the major synergisms between FBR 
deployment and LWR energy cost delays the date for which there is a .50 proba
bility that the FBR is economically competitive by approximately 2 years. 
Thus, alternative fuel cycle assumptions would make the FBR appear economi
cally competitive 2 to 4 years earlier than those used. 

4.5.2 Impact of Advanced Converter Reactors and Advanced 

Isotope Separation Technology 

The introduction of new reactor or enrichment technologies to decrease 
uranium consumption would delay the date the FBR will become economically com
petitive. Two such technologies, advanced converter reactors and advanced 
isotope separation technologies, were evaluated. These analyses should not be 
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construed as a judgement of the merit of these technologies. Only their 
potential impact on the date the FBR becomes economically competitive is 
considered here. These technologies may offer advantages unrelated to FBR 
deployment. 

These technologies were evaluated separately from the reference case 
because of the nature of the data required. The relevant data for assessing 
the impact of these technologies are subjective estimates of the probabilities 
for government or industry actions and of success of research and development 
efforts. A major difficulty in acquiring such subjective estimates is that 
some of the required data depend on the perceived result of the analysis for 
which they are being solicited. For example, an estimate of when or if a large 
advanced converter reactor development program might begin is related to the 
perceived date a commercial FBR will be introduced. The subjective estimates 
of probability used in the analyses are intended to characterize the relative 
likelihood of the events or activities in question as if they were unaffected 
by the ultimate availability of the FBR. The actual likelihood of these events 
will depend on the perceived availability of the FBR, and will decrease if the 
FBR is being developed in a timely manner. Therefore, the calculated impacts 
of these technologies may be overestimated. 

Introduction of an Advanced Converter Reactor (ACR) 

An ACR is a reactor that achieves greater uranium utilization efficiency 
than an LWR by consuming additional fissile material converted from fertile 
material during operation. For this analysis, a CANDU-type heavy water reactor 
using 1.2% enriched uranium fuel on a once-through cycle was assumed repre
sentative of this class of advanced reactor. This reactor, and its fuel cycle, 
are described in detail in Report of the Nonproliferation Alternative Systems 
Assessment Program (DOE 1980). The life-cycle fuel requirements for this 
reactor are approximately 80% of those for the improved LWR assumed for this 
analysis. It was assumed that this reactor would be economically competitive 
with the LWR. 

The potential impact of such a reactor on the economic competitiveness of 
the FBR is largely determined by when it is introduced. Since there are cur
rently no large government or industry programs directed toward implementing 
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such reactor technology, it is unlikely that it could be introduced signifi
cantly sooner than the FBR. A companion study to this analysis (Burnham 1981) 
investigates the time required to develop the FBR. That study concludes that 
the expected completion times for the most rapid development strategies would 
lead to 2009 or 2010 dates for availability of a commercial FBR. This was 
assumed to be the earliest date that an ACR could be introduced. Since no 
effort is currently underway to develop this reactor, the 2010 date for ACR 
introduction is arbitrarily assigned a .1 probability. This is equivalent to 
assuming that there is a 10% likelihood that some government or commercial 
interest will begin a rapid program to develop this reactor this year. To 
bound the impact of introducing an ACR, the remaining .9 probability was 
assigned to a 2015 ACR introduction date. This corresponds to assessing a 90% 

likelihood that a program for rapid implementation of the ACR will begin in 
the next 5 years. 

Figure 4.11 shows the impact of these assumptions for ACR introduction by 
comparing the cumulative probability that the FBR is economically competitive 
both with an ACR and without ACR introduction. The "no ACR11 curve represents 
the reference case result. The figure shows that, for the assumed conditions, 
the introduction of an ACR delays points of equal probability that the FBR is 
economic 1 to 4 years, with the larger impact occurring if the FBR becomes 
economically competitive later. 

Introduction of Advanced Isotope Separation Technology (AIST) 

AIST refers to laser and plasma uranium enrichment techniques being 
developed for potential commercial introduction near the end of the century. 
The incentive for implementing these technologies is that they offer a poten
tial reduction in unit separative work costs, which would make a reduced 
enrichment tails assay economically desirable. The impact of AIST on the date 
that an FBR will be economically competitive depends on three considerations: 

1. whether current laboratory-scale demonstrations of scientific feasi
bility for AIST concepts can be scaled up to production scale; 

2. whether AIST offers a unit cost advantage ($/SWU) over current 
enrichment technology; 
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3. whether production scale facilities can be introduced as currently 
scheduled. 

These factors are difficult to evaluate. For this analysis, probabili
ties were subjectively assigned to possible outcomes for these factors. These 
subjective probabilities are intended to reflect the current degree of 
uncertainty in these factors. The probability of successful scale-up of AIST 
(factor 1) was assigned a probability of .75. The two major sources of uncer
tainty of successful scale are technical uncertainty and institutional uncer
tainty. The technical uncertainty relates to the likelihood that the materials 
and processes that operate successfully at a laboratory scale will operate 
reliably at a production scale. This uncertainty is common to all emerging 
technologies. The institutional uncertainty is whether these technologies 
will receive continued support. Important issues leading to institutional 
uncertainty are the perceived need for the technology and the competition for 
development funds. Assuming that either of these factors has a .1 to .15 
probability of precluding successful scale-up of AIST leads to the estimated 
.75 probability of success (.13 x .13 ~ .75). 
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The likelihood that AIST will offer a reduced separative work unit cost 
(factor 2) was characterized by assigning a .75 probability that $50/SWU and 
0.05 tails assay will be achieved. Past experience in nuclear energy develop
ment shows that the perceived economic advantages of technologies that have 
not been demonstrated at a commercial scale do not always materialize. For 
example, the estimates of the cost of nuclear power in the 1960s and the esti
mates of the unit cost of reprocessing spent fuel in the 1960s and early 1970s 
were lower than what has been experienced. 

The uncertainty in the third factor, when will production scale AIST 

facilities be available, was characterized by assuming that a range of dates 
from 1995 to 2000 were equally likely. The current plan is to have the first 
such facility on-line in 1995. These plans are contingent on the success of 
research currently underway, anticipated increases in enrichment capacity 
requirements, and continued funding. The possibility of the program's comple
tion being delayed for 5 years after the current target date is consistent 
with changes in the completion dates of the facilities that have occurred in 
the enrichment component, as well as in other components, of domestic nuclear 
energy development. 

Figure 4.12 shows the time dependent probability that the FBR is economic 
for these AIST assumptions compared with the results illustrated in Figures 4.7 
through 4.9. The figure shows that these AIST assumptions delay points of 
equal cumulative probability of the FBR being economic 1 to 2 years. 
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APPENDIX A 

PROBABILITY REVIEW 

The uncertainties associated with the FBR development decision have been 
described probabilistically. This appendix reviews the definition and assign
ment of probabilities. These uncertainties are described by a probability 
density function. From this function, several parameters that characterize 
the range of possible outcomes can then be defined. 

To illustrate, consider the activity completion over time. The actual 
completion time is uncertain and may fall anywhere within a continuous range 
of time. A quantitative measure is desired for the completion time of a rep
resentative case, where each time the activity is performed, the actual com
pletion time may vary. 

Let t be the activity completion time in minutes. To establish a measure 
of t, an experiment is performed in which the activity is repeated a number of 

times and each completion time t is recorded. The results of such an experi
ment are shown in Figure A.I. Each time the activity is completed within a 
two minute interval is represented by one square above tha~ interval. Fig
ure A.I illustrates such a plot for 50 trial activities. The total number of 
trials that were completed before 41 minutes, for example, is given by the 
number of squares to the left of t = 41 min, i.e., 30. 

This number can be used to predict the probability that a typical activ
ity will be complete before 41 minutes by taking the ratio of the total number 
of trials to the total completed before this time i.e., 30/50, or, using com
pact notation: 

Prob (t ~ 41) = 30/50 = 0.6 

If, instead of the number of squares in Figure A.l, the area represented by 

the squares is considered, then the same result will be obtained by taking the 
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area of the squares to the left of t ~ 41 and dividing it by the total area of 
the squares. The area of each square can be adjusted so that the total area 
of all squares will be unity • 
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FIGURE A.l. Frequency Histograms of Activity Completion for 50 Trials 

Extending the experiment to a large number N of trial activities and mak
ing the time intervals vanishingly small, the plot of Figure A.l will approach 
a continuous curve (Figure A;~). Again, the total area under the curve can be 
normalized to unity so that Prob (t ~ b) will be equal to the area under the 
curve f(t) to the left of time (b). In Figure A.2, the completion time t is a 
random variable. The function that expresses the relationship between the 
value of the random variable and the probability of its occurrence (expressed 
as a fraction of 1.0) is a probability density function (PDF). 

Because possible completion times fall over a continuous range, the prob
ability of an event is defined over an interval, for example the interval from 

time (a) to time (b) as shown. The probability that completion occurs in the 
time inverval from (a) to (b) is expressed by 

b 

Prob (a < t ~ b) = fa f ( t) dt 
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f(t) 
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t COMPLETION TIME 

FIGURE A.2. Probability Density Function for Activity Completion 

where the integral of the density function over the interval yields the area 
in that interval or, the probability of completion in that time period. 

Uncertainty may also be expressed displaying the same information as a 
cumulative distribution function (COF). The cumulative distribution function 
is the integral of the probability density function. It gives the probability 
that the value of the random variable is less than or equal to a specific 
event. This is defined by the same integral expression as above with the 
lower bound being the minimum of the range of possible outcomes: 

Prob (t ~ b) = lb f(t) dt 

Figure A.3 shows the COF for the density function given in Figure A.2. Note 
that its value at the latest possible time of completion is 1.0. 

It is useful to describe the information in the probability density func
tion by a few characteristic numbers that specify its position and shape. 
Common parameters include the mean and variance or standard deviation. 
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The mean or expected value is a weighted integral of all possible out
comes with their probability of occurrence. It is taken over all possible 
outcomes as given by the expression: 

• 
E(t) = t = j(~ tf(t) dt 

The variance of a distribution is an indication of its spread over the 
range of possible outcomes: 

Variance t = °t2 = l~ (t-E(td f(t) dt 

The square root of the variance, known as the standard deviation, is an 
alternative characterization of the spread or range of possible outcomes. 

Other measures useful for decision making are also available. For exam
ple, several types of averages or measures of central tendency can be defined 
in addition to the mean. These include the median and the mode for continuous 
probability distributions. The median is the middle vaue of the range of 
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possible outcomes. It is represented by the point where the cumulative prob
ability is equal to 0.5. The mode is the event or point having the highest 
probability. Figure A.4 shows the relative positions of the mean, median, and 
mode for a probability density function which is skewed to the right. For 
symmetrical curves the mean, median, and often the mode, all coincide. 

MODE 
MEDIAN 

MEAN 

f(t) 

t COMPLETION TIME 

FIGURE A.4. Skewed Distribution 

In assessing uncertainties, the decision maker may wish to incorporate 
his confidence of some outcomes and consider the errors that may be associated 

with his assumptions. A confidence interval is an interval specified over the 
range of probability density function. Confidence is expressed as a proba
bility determined from the density function. Errors are probabilities of out
comes that occur outside of the confidence interval. Figure A.5 gives an 
example of a confidence interval. If for example, the decision maker wishes 

to focus on those outcomes that occur 90% of the time, points (a) and (b) 
represent the minimum and maximum values of the range. The probability of 

outcomes in the interval from (a) to (b) is then 0.9. The "tails" or events 
outside the intervals have a total probability of 0.1. 

Figure A.5 shows a "two-sided" confidence interval. It is also possible 
to define a "one-sided" confidence interval. This is shown in Figure A.6. 
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Here, a point is determined for a given confidence for outcomes which are 
III ess than ll or IIgreater than" the poi nt. The confi dence shown in Fi gure A.6 
is for "greater than" confidence. This can be interpreted, for example, on a 
distribution over time, as the point in time after which 90% of the events are 
likely to occur. 

CONFIDENCE = prob (a<t<b) 

f(t) 

(a) 

t COMPLETION TIME 

FIGURE A.5. Confidence Interval 

CONFIDENCE = prob (a<t) 

f(t) 

(a) 

t COMPLETION TIME 

FIGURE A.6. "One-Sided" Confidence Interval 
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APPENDIX B 

CALCULATIONAL APPROACH 

A computer model (EDWIN) was developed to calculate the time-dependent 

probability that an FBR is commercially competitive. The model may be used to 
determine the probability that three potential criteria for introducing the 

FBR are satisfied. These criteria are listed below. Criterion 3 was selected 
for the analysis presented in the main body of the report. 

1. resource limitations: The model calculates the time-dependent 

probability that all of the uranium costing less than a selected 
amount is consumed. 

2. current energy cost: The model calculates the time-dependent 
probability that the FBR produces less expensive energy than an 

LWR based on the then current cost of uranium. 

3. life-cycle cost: The model calculates the time-dependent prob

ability that the FBR produces less expensive energy (mills/kWh) 
than an LWR based on the projected uranium cost for the life of 

the two reactors. 

The model has three major components, a data set generator, a uranium 

consumption probability calculator, and a criteria analyzer. The data set 
generator calculates time-dependent uranium consumption for all combinations 
of input nuclear power capacity projections, LWR performance improvements, 
introduction schedules for two types of advanced reactors and an implementa
tion schedule for advanced isotope separation technology. The probability 
calculator determines time-dependent uranium consumption probability functions 
based on probabilistic data for the above factors. The uranium consumption 

probability functions are compared with uranium availability probability data 

to evaluate criterion 1 or with uranium cost-given consumption probability 
data, to generate the time-dependent uranium cost probability functions needed 
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to evaluate criteria 2 and 3. Reactor capital cost data and fuel cycle cost 
data are combined with the time-dependent uranium cost data to evaluate 
criteria 2 and 3. 

The EDWIN model has more extensive capabilities than required to perform 
the analysis presented in the main body of the report. As stated above, two 
criteria other than the reference criterion (life-cycle cost) may be used to 
analyze FBR introduction. Provisions are made for the potential introduction 
of two types of advanced reactors prior to FBR introduction. In the process 
of calculating the time-dependent probability of satisfying the criteria for 
FBR introduction, the model calculates the time-dependent uranium consumption 
probability, time-dependent uranium cost probability, and future reactor mix 
probabilities. These features make the model adaptable for analysis of general 
nuclear development strategy issues. The following sections describe both the 
analysis for this report and the additional capabilities of the model. 

B.1 DATA SET GENERATION 

The initial part of the analysis consists of calculating the uranium 
utilization data required for the subsequent probability calculations. There 
are two major components of the data generation calculation, which is illus
trated in Figure B.1. The future mix of nuclear generation capacity is based 
on assumptions of future nuclear power capacity, improvements in LWR uranium 
utilization, and introduction of advanced reactors. The second major compo
nent uses the calculated future mix of nuclear reactor capacity, with reactor 
uranium consumption and enrichment tails assay assumptions, to project uranium 
consumption. 

B.1.1 Reactor Mix Calculation 

Four factors are necessary to calculate the future mix of nuclear genera
tion capacity: 
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• nuclear power capacity projections (AI ••. AI)-- Total future 
nuclear generation capacity is specified in GWe for each year for I 
alternative projections . 

• LWR fuel utilization improvement scenarios (BI •.. SJ )-- Dates for 
beginning the transition from current LWR uranium utilization to 
decreased uranium utilizatio~; rates of transition are specified for 
J alternative scenarios. 

• type I advanced reactor introduction scenarios (C C) 1 1 .•. K -- K a ter-
native dates for introduction of type I advanced reactor are specified • 

• type 2 advanced reactor introduction scenarios (D1 ..• DL)-- L alter
native dates for introduction of type 2 advanced reactor are specified. 

Each of these factors may be characterized by several alternatives. The 
rate of transition from the current LWR fuel cycle to one with improved ura
nium utilization is described by the proportion of total LWRs employing the 
improved fuel cycle as a function of time. This parameter may be specified 
for up to 30 years after the assumed availability date for the improved fuel 
cycle. The introduction rate for the two advanced reactor types is specified 
in terms of an upper limit capacity schedule for 10 years after the date that 
these reactors are allowed. 

The total set of future nuclear power capacity scenarios is generated by 
constructing all IxJxKxL combinations of nuclear power capacity projections, 
reactor uranium utilization improvement scenarios, and introduction dates for 
advanced reactor types I and 2. For each such combination (ijkl) the amount 
of new capacity required each year is calculated by determining the increase 
in total nuclear capacity plus the additional capacity necessary to replace 
reactors retired. Annual retirements are based on an assumed 30 year reactor 
life. Once the amount of new capacity required each year is calculated, the 

type of reactor capacity that will be added is determined. For each year, the 

most advanced form of generation capacity is added that is allowed by the con
ditions specified for scenario (ijkl). For a particular year, as many of 
type 2 advanced reactors are assumed built as is allowed by the introduction 
date for that reactor type and the subsequent 10-year capacity limitation. 
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Required annual capacity additions above that amount are accomplished by the 
addition of as many advanced reactor type 1 as are required, subject to the 
limitations of its availability date and capacity restrictions. If any addi
tional capacity is required, it is assumed to consist of current or improved 
LWRs. The proportion of current to improved LWRs is calculated from the input 
introduction date and implementation schedule for scenario (ijkl). Results of 
a typical scenario (ijkl) are illustrated in Figure B.2. The following vari
ables are calculated for each of the IxJxKxL possible scenarios: 

LWRijkl(t): the capacity of current LWRs at time t for scenario 
(ijkl). 

ILWRijkl(t): the capacity of improved fuel cycle LWRs at time t 
for scenario (ikjl). 

Tlijkl(t): the capacity of type 1 advanced reactors at time t 
for scenario (ijkl). 

T2ijkl (t): the capacity of type 2 advanced reactors at time t 
for scenario (ijkl). 
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FIGURE B.2. Sample Results for Reactor Mix Calculation 
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B.1.2 Uranium Consumption Calculation 

After the time-dependent reactor mix is determined, the uranium consump-
L 

tion is calculated. Figure B.1 shows that two additional data items are 
required for the uranium consumption calculation. Annual uranium requirements 
are specified for each reactor type for both the current enrichment tails 
assay and a future lower tails assay. Since annual data are specified, any 
life-cycle capacity factor profile can be simulated. The other data require
ment is the date that the transition from the current to a lower enrichment 

tails assay begins. A number of alternative dates, E1 to EM, may be 
specified. 

The time-dependent cumulative uranium consumption for each of the (ijkl) 
reactor mix scenarios is calculated for both the initial and future enrichment 
tails assay. Figure B.3 illustrates the results of this calculation for one 

A B 

TOTAL URANI UM 
CONSUMPTION 

URANI UM CONSUMED BY 
REACTORS BUILT BY DATE B 

URANIUM CONSUMED BY 
REACTORS BUILT BY DATE A 

TIME (YEARS) 

FIGURE B.3. Cumulative Uranium Consumption Results 
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of the tails assays. Also displayed in the figure is the cumulative consump
tion of uranium by reactors built by selected dates. This represents the con
sumption of uranium committed by those dates if no additional reactors are 
built. This consumption of committed uranium is calculated for later use in 
the calculation of time-dependent uranium cost probability functions. 

Another set of data similar to that represented by Figure B.2 is calcu
lated for the future tails assay. The length of time for the transition from 
the higher to lower tails assay is determined in one of the two ways illus
trated in Figure B.4. The date that the transition from the higher to lower 
tails assay begins (date Em in Figure B.4) is specified. The date at which 
the uranium consumption of the lower tails assay curve would be intersected if 
uranium consumption continued at the same annual rate as the year the transi
tion begins is determined. This is date Fl in Figure B.4. This transition 
reflects a minimal disruption of the uranium industry, since annual uranium 
requirements are constant for the length of time required for the transition. 

URANIUM CONSUMPTION FOR 
INITIAL TAILS ASSAY 

TIME (YEARS) 

URANIUM CONSUMPTION FOR 
LOWER TAILS ASSAY 

FIGURE B.4. Transition From Initial to Lovler Tails Assay 
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Another date (F2 or F21) for completing the transition is determined by 
adding an upper limit number of years to date Em. This simulates specifying 
a maximum or upper limit time for the transition from the higher to lower 
tails assay. An upper limit of 30 years was assumed for this study. If Em 
plus the upper limit number of years is later than date F1, (F21 in 
Figure B.4) the cumulative uranium consumption for scenario (ijklm) is 
represented by the line AEmF1G. If Em plus the upper limit number of 
years (date F2) is earlier than date F1, then cumulative uranium consump
tion for scenario (ijklm) is represented by the line AEmF2G. The date the 
transition is completed (F1 or F2) is called Fijklm. The transition to 
the lower tails assay for the consumption of committed uranium illustrated in 
Figure B.3 is calculated by interpolating between the higher and lower tails 
assay curves based on the degree of completion of the cumulative consumption 
transition. 

These calculations are performed for all (IxJxKxLxM) combinations of 
reactor capacity mix and tails assay scenarios. The following results are 
calculated for use in the probability calculation: 

Uijklm(t): Cumulative uranium consumption at time t for 
scenario (ijklm). 

UCijklm(t, tl): Cumulative consumption by time t (t > tl 10) 
of uranium committed to reactors built by time 
tl + 10 for scenario (ijklm). 

Fijklm: The completion date for the transition from the 
higher to lower tails assay for scenario (ijklm). 

The first result, Uijklm(t), represents cumulative uranium consumption 
by time t for scenario ijklm for all times t prior to the introduction of an 
FBR. The second result shown above, UCijklm(t, t l ), is used to represent 
the cumulative uranium consumption for scenario (ijklm) after FBR introduc
tion. If an FBR is introduced at time t l , the cumulative uranium consumption 
for all t > tl will be reduced. The subsequent rate of uranium consumption 
will be determined by how rapidly FBRs displace LWRs in the nuclear power 
capacity projection. For this analysis, it was assumed that new LWRs (or non
FBR advanced reactors) would be added at the same rate as specified by the 
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capacity projection for 10 years after the FBR was introduced. After time tl 
+ 10, no such capacity is added. The actual transition to adding only FBR 
capacity will probably take longer than 10 years, and will occur gradually 
rather than abruptly. The transition assumed for this analysis may underesti
mate the number of LWRs (or advanced reactors) that will be built after the 
first FBR, and therefore underestimate the subsequent rate of uranium consump
tion. This is offset by the fact that the calculation does not account for 
uranium that will be recovered from reprocessing LWR spent fuel for plutonium 
for FBR startup. These offsetting effects make the assumed transition a rea
sonable approximation for calculating uranium consumption. 

B.2 URANIUM CONSUMPTION PROBABILITY FUNCTION CALCULATOR 

This part of the analysis uses the information in the data set and rela
tive probability data for the data set variables to calculate the time
dependent uranium consumption probability. This calculation is illustrated in 
Figure B.5. 

The previous section identified five major factors related to reactor 
consumption: 

Nuclear Growth Schedules = Al •.• AI 

LWR Improvement Scenarios = Bl ... BJ 

Type 1 Advanced Reactor 
Introduction Dates ; Cl",CK 

Type 2 Advanced Reactor 
Introduction Dates = Dl ... DL 

Beginning Dates for 
Transition to Lower 
Tails Assay = El ... EM 

Since all possible combinations of these factors are considered in construct
ing the data base, there are (IxJxKxLxM) total scenarios associated with these 
five factors. The relative probability of each of the alternatives for each 
category is assigned such that each of the five factors are considered 
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independent. Therefore, the probability assigned to a particular scenario is 
the product of the probabilities of the individual factors: 

To construct the probability density functions of interest, each piece of 
data in the data base is assigned the probability of the combination of 
factors which generated it. If case AiBjCkD1Em projects uranium consumption 

of Uijklm (t) by time t, then Uijklm (t) has probability p(AiBjCkD1Em)' To 
construct the probability density function for uranium consumption at time t, 
a set of intervals of uranium consumption U1 to UN is constructed. Each 
of the calculated uranium consumptions for time t in the data base is tested 
to see which interval it is in. For example, if U 1 < U .. kl (t) < U , then n- lJ m n 
p(AiBjCkD1Em) is added to the probability for the interval Un_1 to Un' When 
each of the (IxJxKxLxM) data points is tested and its corresponding probabil
ity assigned to the appropriate interval, the probability density function 
PU(Un,t) at time t is complete. 

Similar calculations are performed to generate the other probability den
sity functions of interest. The results of these calculations are illustrated 
in Figure B.5 and summarized below: 

PU(Un, t): The probability that cumulative uranium con
sumption at time t is between Uland U , n- n 
where n ranges from 1 to N. 

PUC(U n, t, tl): The probability that cumulative uranium consumed 
at time t (t > tl) if the FBR is introduced at t l is 

between Un_1 and Un' where n ranges from 1 to N. 

PLWR(Rq, t): The probability that the capacity of current 
type LWRs at time t is between Rq_1 and Rq, 
where q ranges from 1 to Q. 

PILWR(Rq' t): The probability that the capacity of improved 
fuel cycle LWRs at time t is between R 1 and q-
R , where q ranges from 1 to Q. 

q 
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PT1(Rq, t): The probability that the capacity of type 1 
advanced reactors at time t is between R 1 and q-
Rq, where q ranges from 1 to Q. 

PT2 (Rqt t): The probability that the capacity of type 2 
advanced reactors at time t is between Rq_1 and 
Rq, where q ranges from 1 to Q. 

PF(Yf ): The probability that the transition to the lower 
tails assay is completed between the years Yf -1 
and Yf , where f ranges from 1980 to 2090. 

The first two of these probability density functions are used directly in 
evaluating the criteria for FBR introduction. The other functions provide 
additional information about the impact of advanced reactor or enrichment 
technology on uranium utilization. 

B.3 CRITERIA ANALYSES 

The probability density functions for uranium consumption are used to 
analyze the three criteria for FBR introduction. These criteria differ in the 
type of uranium availability data required. The first criterion requires data 
expressing the probability of various amounts of uranium. Criteria 2 and 3 
require data concerning the probable cost of uranium as a function of how much 
is consumed. The analyses of these criteria are discussed in the following 
sections. 

B.3.1 Analysis of Criterion 1 

Criterion 1 is evaluated by comparing the uranium consumption probability 
density function with the probabilistic uranium supply function to determine 
the probability that all of the uranium costing less than some selected cost 
has been consumed. This evaluation can be made for tl, the date of FBR intro
duction, or tl + 30, the end-of-life for other reactors coming on-line in 
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FIGURE B.6. Criteria 1 Evaluation 

year tl. This is illustrated in Figure B.6. The uranium supply probability 
is in the form of a cumulative probability, or probability distribution func
tion. The uranium supply data, Ps(Un), consist of the cumulative proba
bility that there is U or less uranium available at the cost selected for 

n 
evaluating Criterion 1. To evaluate Criterion 1 for time t l , the FBR intro-
duction date, the following calculation is performed: 

where 

N 
P1(t ' ) = ~1 PU(Un,t ' ) PS(U n) 

P1(t ' ) = the cumulative probability that all of the uranium at the 
selected cost is consumed or committed by time tl, which is 
the probability that Criterion 1 is satisfied. 

PU(Un,t ' ) = the probability that the amount of uranium consumed or 
committed by time t is between U 1 and U n- n 

PS(Un) = the probability that there is Un or less uranium at 
the selected cost. 
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This calculation is repeated a number of times to construct the complete time
dependent probability density function P1(t) of satisfying criterion 1. If 
the probability that all of the uranium costing less than a selected amount by 
t' + 30 is desired, then Puc (Un' t' + 30, t') is substituted in the 
equation for Pu(Un, t'). 

B.3.2 Analysis of Criteria 2 and 3 

The calculations performed to analyze whether criteria 2 and 3 are satis
fied are illustrated in Figure B.7. Since analysis of these criteria requires 
energy cost comparisons, they also require uranium cost data. These data are 
input in the form of the conditional probabilities of uranium cost being within 
cost intervals C1 to CR when selected amounts of uranium have been consumed. 
For example, PC(CrIUn) represents the probability that uranium cost is in 
the interval C 1 and C when the amount U uranium has been consumed. r- r n 
To calculate the uranium cost probability at time t, the following calculation 
is perf ormed : 

where 

N 
PC(Cr,t} = ~1 PC (CrIUn) PU(Un,t) 

pc(Cr,t) = the probability that uranium costs between Cr _1 and 
Cr at time t 

PC(Cr Un) = the probability that uranium cost is in the interval 
Cr _1 to Cr when Un uranium has been consumed 

PU(Un,t) = the probability that Un_1 to Un uranium has been 
consumed by time t. 

This calculation is repeated for C1 to CR to construct the entire 
uranium cost probability density function PC(Cr,t) for time t. If the 
time-dependent uranium cost based on consumption of uranium after the FBR is 

introduced is required, PUC (Un,t,t ' ) is substituted for Pu (Un,t) in 

the equation. 
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Additional economic data are required to analyze criteria 2 and 3. These 

criteria require comparing the cost of LWR and FBR energy. As shown in 
Figure B.7, all non-uranium energy costs for these reactors are required. The 
data for LWR energy cost consist of a levelized cost in mills/kWh representing 
capital, operating and maintenance, and non-uranium fuel cycle costs, and a 
set of sensitivity coefficients relating the cost of LWR energy to uranium 
cost. These sensitivity coefficients represent the contribution to the level

ized life-cycle cost per $/lb U30a for different intervals during the life 
of the reactor. Thus, the relatively higher contribution of the early fuel 
requirements to levelized life-cycle cost of the early fuel requirements is 
modeled in a manner that also allows recognition of the increased uranium cost 
with time. The levelized energy cost from an LWR starting at time t is repre
sented by the equation: 

where 

L(t') = levelized LWR energy cost at time t 

CL = levelized capital operating and maintenance, 
and non-uranium fuel cost 

A1 .•• A7 = sensitivity coefficient of levelized energy 
cost per $/lb U30a for intervals 1 through 7 

c1 = cost of uranium tl - 2 to tl + 2 
c2 = cost of uranium from tl + 3 to tl + 7 
c7 = cost of uranium from tl + 2a to tl + 32 

The derivation of this equation and evaluation of constants for this study may 
be found in Appendix C. A probability density function for LWR energy cost is 
constructed by combining, as prescribed by the equation, the probability den
sity function representing the capital, operating and maintenance, and non

uranium fuel cycle costs with probability density functions for the uranium 
cost at the required time intervals. Since uranium costs are not independent 
from one interval to the next, the probability density functions are assumed 
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correlated. For example, low uranium costs in the first interval are assumed 
to correspond to the lower values in each of the uranium cost probability den
sity functions for subsequent intervals. Uranium costs from one interval to 
the next are aligned on the basis of equal cumulative probability. This means 
that if the uranium cost in the first period is the median cost for the period, 
then subsequent uranium costs are the medians of their respective probability 
density functions. The same is true for all other values of cumulative proba
bility. With this assumption the LWR's levelized life-cycle cost is calcu
lated, and its corresponding probability is assigned to the appropriate energy 
cost interval. Evaluating the LWR energy cost equation for all R intervals of 
uranium cost gives the probability density function for LWR energy cost: 

PL(Mk,t') = probability that the levelized LWR life-cycle cost 
at time t is in the interval Mk_1 to Mk(mills/kWh). 

The equation for FBR energy cost is similar. A set of sensitivity coef
ficients represents the relationship of FBR's levelized life-cycle cost to 
uranium costs in various time intervals. These coefficients represent the 
relationship between the value (cost) of plutonium and the cost of uranium. 
The levelized life-cycle cost of energy from the FBR starting at time tis: 

where 
F(t) = levelized FBR energy cost for a reactor coming on-line 

at time t' 
CF = levelized capital, operating and maintenance, and 

non-uranium fuel cycle cost 
B1 ... B7 = sensitivity coefficient of FBR levelized energy 

cost per $/lb U308 for intervals 1 through 7 
c = cost of uranium from t' - 2 to t' + 2 1 
c = cost of uranium from t' + 3 to t' + 7 2 
c7 = cost of uranium from t' + 28 to t' + 32 
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The derivation of this equation and the values of the constants are discussed 
in Appendix C. A probability density function representing the levelized cost 
of energy is constructed in a similar manner to that described for the LWR. A 
probability density function representing the capital, operating and mainte
nance, and non-uranium fuel cycle costs is combined with probability density 
functions for the uranium cost at the required intervals. The probability 
density function for capital, operating and maintenance, and non-uranium fuel 
cycle costs is constructed with intervals having equal probabilities as in the 
equivalent probability density function for LWR energy cost. This facilitates 
the comparison of LWR and FBR life-cycle costs. The probability density func
tion for the FBRls life-cycle cost is: 

PF(Mk,t l ) = probability that the levelized FBR life-cycle cost 
for a reactor coming on-line at time t is in the 
interval Mk_1 to Mk• 

Comparisons between LWR and FBR life-cycle costs are made as the respec
tive probability density functions are calculated. The probability density 
functions for LWRls and FBRls levelized capital costs, operating and mainte
nance. costs, and non-uranium fuel cycle costs (CL and Cr ) are assumed cor
related. The correspondence between values from the two probability density 
functions is made on the basis of equivalent cumulative probability. For 
example, the median value for the LWR cost component corresponds to the median 
value of the FBR cost component. 

LWR and FBR energy costs are calculated for corresponding values of CL 
and CF and for projected uranium cost probability functions. Projected 

uranium costs are correlated, as previously discussed. Corresponding LWR and 
FBR energy costs are compared. A probability density function representing 
the difference (mills/Kwh) between the LWRls and FBRls life-cycle cost is con
structed. The difference between each corresponding pair of LWR and FBR energy 
costs is calculated, and the probability of the combination of CL, CF, and ura
nium cost projection for that energy cost pair is assigned to the difference. 
Repeating this calculation for all possible combinations of CL, CF and ura
nium cost yields the probability density function: 
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= probability that the difference between the life-cycle 
cost for an LWR and FBR coming on-line at tl is in the 

interval Mk-1 to Mk' 

Negative values of Mk correspond to the FBRls life-cycle costs being less 
than the LWR's life-cycle costs. 

This calculation is performed in two slighty different ways to determine 
whether criteria 2 and 3 are satisfied. Criterion 2 is based on the cost of 
uranium at the time the LWR and FBR come on-line. To evaluate the time
dependent probability that FBR's energy cost is less than LWR's energy cost at 
the time the reactors come on-line, PO(Mk, t') is calculated for various 
dates assuming the uranium cost remains constant for the life of the reactors. 
Criterion 3 is based on the life-cycle uranium cost projection. To evaluate 
the time-dependent probability that the FBR's life-cycle cost is less than 
LWRls life-cycle cost, PO(Mk, t) is calculated for various dates assuming 
projected life-cycle uranium costs. 

The probability that criterion 2 or 3 is satisfied is equal to the 
probability that Mk < 0 in the respective probability density functions, 
PO(Mk, t'). The probabilities that these criteria are satisfied are: 

P2(t') = probability for reactors coming on-line at time t' 
that the FBR produces less expensive energy than the 
LWR based on the current cost of uranium (Criterion 2) 

P3(t') = probability for reactors coming on-line at time t' 
that the FBR produces less expensive energy than the 
LWR based on the projected life-cycle uranium cost for 
the two reactors (Criterion 3). 
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APPENDIX C 

NUCLEAR GROWTH SCHEDULE CALCULATION 

One of the major uncertainties that bears on the commercial introduction 
of the FBR is how much light water reactor (LWR) generating capacity will be 
installed in the future. The growth of LWR capacity determines the rate at 

which the domestic uranium resources will be used, and therefore the time the 
FBR will become economically competitive. This analysis assumed three primary 
factors controlling future LWR capacity growth: the uranium supply, the rela
tive costs of LWR power and its alternatives, and the future demand for elec
trical energy. The interaction among these factors was evaluated using the 
econometric simulation model ETA-MACRO. That model is described briefly here 
and in detail in ETA-MACRO: A Model of Energy-Economy Interactions 
(Manne 1977). 

ETA-MACRO is designed to compare technology options available to the U.S. 
economy in a manner that accounts for the interaction between energy supply 
and demand. The model simulates the U.S. market economy by optimally balanc
ing supplies and demands in each time period. To focus on the long-term 
energy-economic issues such as resource exhaustion and the introduction rate 
for technologies, the model is composed of two parts: 

1. ETA, Energy Technology Assessment, represents the energy sector of 
the economy. ETA is divided into electric energy and non-electric 
energy. Up to 20 technologies can be considered, including new 
technologies, availability dates, deployment rates, and initial and 
mature costs. 

2. MACRO is a macroeconomic growth model of the remainder of the econ

omy. It provides for substitution between capital, labor, and energy 
inputs to the economy. 

ETA-MACRO measures economic growth in terms of the U.S. gross national 
product (GNP). Potential GNP growth is specified as an input, realized GNP 
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growth is provided as a model output. The difference between the two is an 
indicator of the extent of the linkage between energy and economic growth. 

The model simulates the market economy through a dynamic, nonlinear opti
mization process. Supplies, demands, and prices are matched in each time 
period, and there are IIlook-ahead" features to allow for interactions between 
periods. The key linkage between the energy and the economic sectors is 
through the elasticity of substitution, which indicates how well energy may be 
substituted for other inputs to the economy. This is defined as the percent 
reduction in total demand for energy associated with a 1% increase in the price 
of energy relative to that of capital and labor. The lower the value of the 
elasticity, the closer the linkage between energy consumption and economic 
growth, and the higher the demand for energy. 

For this report, ETA-MACRO was used to project LWR generating capacity 
for specified combinations of uranium supply and elasticity of substitution. 
For each of three uranium supply functions a nuclear growth schedule was cal
culated for four different elasticities of substitution. The individual growth 
schedules for a particular uranium supply function were assigned relative 
probabilities based on the probability of the elasticity of substitution used 
to calculate that growth schedule. The four growth schedules and associated 
probabilities for a particular uranium supply function comprise the LWR capac
ity growth input data for a selected uranium supply described in Chapter 4 of 
this report. 

LWR capacity growth between now and the mid 1990s is largely determined 
by the number of reactors under construction or ordered to date. The long 
lead time for nuclear construction precludes any significant increase in 
capacity over that currently committed. Therefore, 1995 LWR capacity input to 
ETA-MACRO was limited to 180 GW. There are currently 159-GW LWR capacity 
scheduled on-line by 1995 (Platt and Robinson 1980). The 180-GW projection 
for 1995 would require four to five reactor orders per year between now and 
1985. Table C.1 shows the 1995 nuclear capacity assumptions from a variety of 

recent sources. The 180-GW 1995 projection used as input to ETA-MACRO is 
slightly lower than the projections from these sources. 
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TABLE C.1. Comparison of Nuclear Growth Schedules (EIA 1979) 

Source 

NASAP Growth Schedules 

1978 DOE Annual Report 

Data Resources, Inc. 
(April 1979) 

Westinghouse Corporation 
(December 1978) 

Babcock & Wilcox Co. (March 1979) 

1995 
Nuclear 

Capacity (GW) 

200-275 

186-225 

205 

246 

200 

Post-1995 LWR capacity growth was calculated by ETA-MACRO. Upper limits 

of 240 GW by 2000 and 500 GW by 2010 were specified to allow a transition 
period between the current minimal rate for new reactor orders and the 30- to 
35-GW annual addition rate achieveable with current industrial capacity (EIA 
1979). 

The ETA-MACRO input data for LWR energy cost are described in Appendix 0 

of this report. The three uranium supply functions are input as shown in 
Table C.2. The data describing non-nuclear energy sources are detailed in 
another report in this series (Fraley and Burnham 1981). In that report ETA
MACRO is used to calculate the benefit of introducing the FBR. The non-nuclear 
energy source data used to calculate LWR capacity growth is the same as was 
used for that calculation. In general these data and assumptions are consis
tent with those recommended for use by the Energy Modeling Forum (EMF), an 
organization created by the Elecric Power Research Institute (EPRI) to improve 
the practical application of energy models to policy issues and planning. 

The estimates of the relative probabilities of elasticities of substitu

tion used to assign probabilities to the uranium supply-dependent growth 

schedules were derived from a survey of the EMF members. The participants were 
asked to estimate the probability that the primary energy demand elasticity 
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TABLE C.2. Supply of Uranium at Selected Costs for Assumed 
Total Supplies (Millions of ST U308) 

Cost {$/lb, $1980~ 

$50 $70 $100 $150 $200 $250 $350 $500 

1. 89 3.09 4.37 5.41 5.73 5.88 6.05 6.26 

2.16 3.49 4.91 6.11 6.49 6.66 6.84 7.05 

2.43 3.82 5.47 6.86 7.31 7.53 7.71 7.92 

exceeded various values. The results of that survey are discussed in Fraley 
and Burnham (1981). Figure C.1 shows the results of that survey. Demand 
elasticity values of .2, .35, .5, and .7 were selected to represent four 
ranges of demand elasticity having equal probability. Corresponding 
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elasticities of substitution of .18, .32, .45, and .63 were calculated (Fraley 
and Burnham 1981) and used for calculating equally probable nuclear capacity 
growth projections. 

Selected results of the 12 ETA-MACRO calculations are given in Table C.3 
to illustrate the interaction of uranium supply and elasticity to influence 
GNP and nuclear electric generation. Note that the variation in uranium sup
ply (high supply 27% greater than low supply) has essentially no influence on 
the GNP (less than 1%), but has a significant influence on nuclear electric 
capacity (2 to 11%). The variation of the elasticity of substitution from .18 
to .63 increases the average GNP growth rate by 0.25%, which amounts to over 
$1 trillion by 2030. In 2030 the GNP is 13% greater and nuclear electric 
capacity 40 to 45% less if the elasticity of substitution is .63 rather than 
.18. 

The growth schedules calculated by ETA-MACRO for combinations of uranium 
supply functions and demand elasticity are shown in Figures C.2, C.3, and C.4. 
Since each of the elasticities represents an equally probable range of elas
ticities, the four growth schedules for each uranium supply have equal proba
bility. Figure C.2 shows the four growth schedules for the high uranium 

TABLE C.3. Summary of Results of ETA-MACRO Calculations 

Average Selected Results in 2030 
Elasticity % GNP Electric 

Uranium of Sub- Growth GNP in Energy, % Nuclear 
SUQ~lX stitution 1980-2030 Trill i on $ TkWh Nucl ear GWe 

High .18 2.23 7.94 11. 75 63 1300 
.32 2.36 8.45 10.39 62 1130 
.45 2.42 8.71 8.86 60 930 
.63 2.48 8.97 7.27 56 720 

Middle .18 2.23 7.93 11. 57 63 1270 
.32 2.36 8.45 10.28 62 1110 
.45 2.42 8.71 8.83 60 920 
.63 2.48 8.97 7.25 56 715 

Low .18 2.22 7.89 10.81 62 1170 
.32 2.36 8.44 9.95 61 1060 
.45 2.42 8.71 8.75 59 910 
.63 2.48 8.97 7.19 56 710 
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supply from Table C.2, 7.92 million ST U30S. LWR capacity growth is fairly 
uniform for all elasticities, ,with lower elasticities requiring greater LWR 

capacity to satisfy the greater demand for energy. 

Figure C.3 illustrates the calculated growth schedules for the middle 
uranium supply, 7.05 million ST U30S. In this case, the high demand for 
energy for the .IS and .32 elasticity of sUbstitution causes the more limited 
uranium supply to be committed early, which depresses the growth in the later 
periods relative to that shown in Figure C.2. 

Figure C.4 shows the growth schedules for the low uranium supply, 6.26 
million ST U30S• In this case, the limited uranium supply is committed 
early for the .IS elasticity of substitution, and severely limits growth in 
the later periods. The lower overall energy demand for the .32 elasticity of 

substitution allows a more gradual use of the uranium supply. In this case 
there is enough of the assumed uranium supply left to continue growth at the 

same rate in the later period, and the calculated nuclear capacity exceeds that 
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for the .18 elasticity of substitution. The total uranium consumption is 
approximately the same for the two cases. The limited uranium supply slightly 
depresses the growth of LWR capacity for the .32, .45, and .43 elasticity 
relative to that shown on Figure C.3. 
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APPENDIX 0 

ENERGY COST CALCULATIONS 

The model used to calculate the probability that the FBR is economically 
competitive with an LWR compares probability density functions of life-cycle 
cost ($/kWh) for the two reactors. The following material describes how these 
energy costs are calculated. The financial parameters for this calculation 
are discussed in Appendix F. 

0.1 CAPITAL COSTS AND OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE COSTS 

The LWR and FBR are assumed to operate 30 years. Both reactors represent 
mature designs and were assumed to operate at a 65% capacity factor. The com
ponent of life-cycle cost due to a reactor's capital costs is calculated by 
levelizing those capital costs over the total energy generated in that period. 
The values of the parameters used in the levelization calculation are shown in 
Table 0.1. 

The fixed charge rate is calculated as follows: 

[PW Facility Capital Cost + (1.0 - ITC) PW EqUiPment] 
l CC = ______ C a-':erii....;;.t~a-'-l ;-iCi-70~si:-t ,-~t~PW;;-:-::D...::;e.c..,pr;,:e::-;:c~i...::;atT-l.:..:· o:..;.n:....-__ ---::._ 

(1 - t)(PW Operating Years) 

where 
Lee = levelized capital cost 

PW = present worth 

PW Facility Capital Cost 
0 

fl 
= L 

n=-9 (1 + i)n 
0 

fnE 
= L 

n=-9 (1 + i)n 
PW Equipment Capital Cost 
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16 
PW Depreciation = ~ 2 (17 - n) C 

(16)(17)(1 + i)n n=l 

30 1 
=L: 

n=l (1 + i) n 
PW Operating years 

ITC = investment tax credit 
t = tax rate 

fn = fraction of capital cost in year n 
F = 0.55C 
C = total electric plant cost 
E = 0.45C 
i = after tax weighted cost of capital. 

Substituting the values from Table 0.1 gives: 

(tax life = 16 years) 

(economic life = 30 years) 

CRF - 1.1275F + (1.0 - 0.1) 1.1275E - (O.5)(0.8316C) 
- (1.0 - 0.5) 18.9819 

= 0.6201C + 4566C - 0.4158C 
9.491 

= 0.0696C 

Property tax, insurance costs, and decommissioning costs also depend on the 
capital cost. The property tax and insurance rates are given in Table 0.1. 
Decommissioning is calculated as follows: 

where 

PW Decommissioning Cost = __ O_._lC_..,.
(1 + ;)n+l 

O.lC = decommissioning cost 
C = total electric plant cost 

= after tax weighted cost of capital 
n = economic life. 
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These three components are combined in Table 0.2 to obtain a fixed charge 
rate of 10.16%. The fixed charge rate is used to calculate levelized capital 
costs. 

TABLE 0.1. Parameters for Reactor Capital Cost Levelization 
Calculation (Constant 1980 Dollars) 

Parameter 
Return on Equity, % 
Interest on Debt, % 
Debt Fraction, % 
Investment Tax Credit, % 
Property Tax and Insurance, % 
Composite Tax Rate, % 
Economic Life, Years 
Tax Life, Years 

Value 
6 
2 
55 
10 
3 
50 
30 
16 

Depreci ation 
Decommissioning Cost 
Capital Cost Expenditure Schedule, % 

- Fi rst Year 2 
- Second Year 2 
- Third Year 4 
- Fourth Year 9 
- Fifth Year 14 
- Sixth Year 20 
- Seventh Year 20 
- Eighth Year 18 
- Ni nth Year 7 
- Tenth Year 4 
Facility Fraction of Capital Cost, % 55 
Equipment Fraction of Capital Cost, % 45 

Sum of Year Digits 
10% of Capital Cost 

TABLE 0.2. Fixed Charge Rate (%) 

Capital Recovery 
Property Tax and Insurance 
Decommissioning 

TOTAL 

0.3 

6.96 
3.00 
0.20 

10.16% 



0.1.1 Levelized LWR Capital and Operating and Maintenance Costs 

Capital cost estimates for LWRs and FBRs were solicited from reactor ven
dors and architect-engineers for use in this analysis. Details of these esti
mates may be found in Characterization of Alternative FBR Development Strate
gies (Boegel and Clausen 1981). That analysis resulted in a probability 
function for LWR and FBR capital costs. The probability density function for 
LWR capital cost is a normal distribution, with a mean of $1100/kW and a stan
dard deviation of $150/kW. These figures do not include interest during con
struction. The fixed charge rate includes a component for interest during 
construction. Using the fixed charge rate from Table 0.2 the component of 
life-cycle cost due to capital cost may be calculated as follows: 

. (mills) = 0.1016 x Reactor Capital Cost ($/kW) x 1000/mills/$ 
Capltal Cost kWh 365 Days x 24 hr x 0.65 Capacity Factor 

= 0.0178 x Reactor Capital Cost ($/kW) 

= 0.0178 x 1100 

= 19.58 mills/kWh 

The range, plus and minus three standard deviations, is from 11.57 to 27.59 
mills/kWh. 

The component of life-cycle cost due to annual operating and maintenance 
(O&M) expense is calculated in a similar manner: 

O&M (mills) = Annual O&M ($/kW) x 1000/mills/$ 
kWh 365 Days x 24 hr x 0.65 Capacity Factor 

= 0.1756 O&M ($/kW) 

Annual O&M costs were estimated to be $17/kW. This estimate is based on an 

estimate of $14/kW ($1978) quoted in NASAP's Report of the Nonproliferation 
Alternative Systems Assessment Program (DOE 1980) inflated at 10%/yr to $1980. 
This results in a levelized O&M cost of 2.99 mills/kWh. The total capital and 
O&M cost is then 22.57 mills/kWh, with a range of 14.56 to 30.58 mills/kWh. 
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0.1.2 Levelized FBR Capital and Operating and Maintenance Cost 

Capital cost estimates for a 1000-MWe and 1457-MWe FBR are detailed in 
Characterization of Alternative FBR Development Strategies (Boegel and Clausen 
1981), where the uncertainties in capital cost/kW for these reactors are char
acterized in terms of probability density functions. The probability density 
function for the 1000-MWe FBR has a range of $1000 to $2640/kW with an expected 
value of $1580/kW. The range for the 1457-MWe FBR is $820 to $2000/kW with an 
expected value of $1285/kW. These estimates do not include interest during 

construction. 

Using this data in the previously derived levelized cost formula gives a 
capital cost range of 17.80 to 46.94 mills/kWh for the 1000-MWe FBR and 14.60 
to 35.60 mills/kWh for the 1457-MWe FBR. The expected values for the capital 
costs are 28.12 and 22.87 mills/kWh respectively. 

Annual O&M expenses for a FBR are estimated to be $22/kWh. This is based 
on an estimate of $18/kW ($1978) from NASAP's Report of the Nonproliferation 
Alternative Systems Assessment Program (DOE 1980) inflated by 10%/yr to $1980. 
This corresponds to a levelized O&M cost of 3.86 mills/kWh. This cost added 
to the capital cost gives a range of 21.66 to 50.85 mills/kWh for the 1000-MWe 
FBR and 18.46 to 39.46 mills/kWh for the 1457-MWe FBR. The expected values 
are 31.98 and 26.73 mills/kWh respectively. 

0.2 FUEL CYCLE COSTS 

Levelized fuel cycle costs for the LWR and FBR were calculated by comput
ing and levelizing the costs for the first core and 29 equilibrium reloads 
over the 30-yr life of the reactor. Fuel cycle costs were calculated assuming 
that nuclear fuel is capitalized for tax purposes, but investment tax credit 
was not taken. Straight-line depreciation was used for both LWR and FBR fuel. 
This assumption is an approximation, since some FBR fuel and all LWR fuel will 

be in-reactor long enough to qualify for accelerated depreciation and tax 

credits. This approximation changes the levelized fuel cycle cost by about 1 
to 2%. Reload batch sizes and residence times were selected consistent with a 
65% capacity factor. 
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0.2.1 Levelized LWR Fuel Cycle Costs 

LWR fuel cycle costs were calculated for the "improved" PWR fuel cycle as 
described in Uranium Resource Utilization Improvement in the Once-Through PWR 
Fuel Cycle (Matzie 19S0). Table 0.3 lists the fuel management parameters used 
in the fuel cycle cost levelization calculation. Uranium enrichment and fab
rication are assumed to be purchased 1 year prior to charging fuel to the 
reactor. Since energy cost for this reactor will be compared with that of an 
FBR, it is assumed that the LWR is operated in a stowaway fuel cycle. This 
means that discharged fuel is stored at the LWR for eventual sale to the 
builder of an FBR or use in the LWR. Since the exact nature of the eventual 
transaction is unknown, spent fuel is assumed to have zero salvage value. 
This assumption decreases the cost of LWR power relative to the current throw
away fuel cycle, in which spent fuel is a liability because of the assumed 
cost of spent fuel disposal. 

Alternative assumptions for the backend of the LWR fuel cycle are spent 
fuel disposal or reprocessing and recovery of fissionable material. Spent fuel 
disposal results in a net cost for the backend of the fuel cycle. Reprocessing 
can result in either a credit or a cost, depending on the cost of reprocessing 

TABLE 0.3. PWR Fuel Management Parameters 

Parameter Value 

Capacity Factor, % 
Fraction of the Core Replaced/Refueling 
Refueling Interval, Years 
Equilibrium Cycle Enrichment, % 
Tails Assay, % 
Fabrication Requirements, kg/MW 

First Core 
Annual Equilibrium Reload 

U30S Requirements, lb/MW 
First Core 
Annual Equilibrium Reload 

Separative Work Requirements, SWU/MW 
First Core 
Annual Equilibrium Reload 

0.6 

65 
0.16 
1 
4.70 
0.10 

74.6 
12.4 

661 
223 

274 
124 



and waste management relative to the value of the recovered fissionable mate
rial. The LWR energy cost equations derived include a term for backend fuel 
cycle costs. This term is zero for the reference case, and positive for spent 

fuel disposal. LWR recycle has not been evaluated. 

Tables 0.4 and 0.5 show the costs and depreciation per MW associated with 

the first PWR core and a PWR equilibrium reload. The expenses and deprecia
tion are given for uranium (uranium cost/lb), fabrication (LWR fabrication and 
transportation costs/kg), enrichment (enrichment cost/SWU) and backend cost 
(backend cost/kg). The annual depreciation is calculated assuming straight

line depreciation of the fuel based on its residence time in-reactor. Backend 

costs are assumed expensed at the time they occur. 

TABLE 0.4. Expenses and Depreciation Per MW for the First PWR Core 

Year Uranium Enrichment Fabrication Backend Cost Deereciation 
a 661U 274E 74.6F1 
1 269U + 112E + 30.4F1 
2 l59U + 66E + l8.0F1 
3 105U + 43E + 11.8F 1 
4 68U + 28E + 7.7F1 
5 41U + 17E + 4.6F1 
6 19U + 8E + 2.1F1 
11 12.4W l2.4W 
12 12.4W 12.4W 
13 12.4W 12.4W 
14 l2.4W 12.4W 
15 12.4W 12.4W 
16 12.4W 12.4W 
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TABLE 0.5. Expenses and Depreciation Per MW for PWR Equilibrium Reload N 

Year Uranium 
n 223U 

n+1 
n+2 
n+3 
n+4 
n+S 
n+6 
n+16 

Enrichment Fabrication Backend Cost 
124E 12.4F 1 

Depreciation 

38U + 21E + 2.1F1 
37U + 21E + 2.1F1 
37U + 21E + 2.1F1 
37U + 21E + 2.1F1 
37U + 20E + 2.0F1 
37U + 20E + 2.0F1 

12.4W 12.4W 

Using the data in Table 0.4 for the first core, Table 0.5 for 29 annual 
reloads, and the economic parameters shown in Table 0.1, the levelized fuel 
cycle cost may be calculated by the formula: 

. 1 [(C~~l~u~~st) -t (PW Depreei atiOn)] 
L eve llZ ed F ue 1 C yc 1 e Co st = ~t -'---'-'"----=;;.PW:-:-::E=---------

!-L nergy 

where 
t = tax rate 

PW Fuel Cycle Cost = ~ Annual Fuel Cycle Cost (Year n) 
n=l (1 + i)n 

30 Annual Depreciation (Year n) PW Depreciation = L 
n=l (1 + nn 

30 
Annual Energy (Year n) PW Energy = L 

n=1 (1 + nn 

i = after tax weighted cost of capital 
= (1 - t) x Interest on Debt x Debt Fraction + Return on Equity 

x (1 - Debt Fraction) 
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Performing the levelization calculation with these assumptions and employing 
the uranium cost conventions shown in Table 0.6, results in the equation for 
life-cycle levelized fuel cycle cost are shown below: 

Levelized Fuel Cycle Cost 
mills/kWh 

= 0.0263E + 0.0031F1 + 0.00173W + 0.0109U1 + 0.0097U2 
+ 0.0083U3 + 0.0071U4 + 0.0060U5 
+ 0.0051U6 + 0.0018U7 

Substituting $100/SWU, 145/kg fabrication, and zero for spent fuel disposal 
gives: 

Levelized Fuel Cycle Cost 
mills/kWh 

= 3.08 + 0.0109U1 + 0.0097U2 + 0.0083U3 + 0.0071U4 
+ 0.0060U 5+ 0.0051U6 + 0.0018U7 

A spent fuel disposal cost of $65/kg plus a spent fuel transportation cost of $26/kg 
would increase this cost by 0.16 mills/kWh. 

0.2.2 Levelized FBR Fuel Cycle Costs 

Levelized FBR fuel cycle costs were calculated for the reference design 
for the DOE Conceptual Design Study (CDS). The CDS objective is to design the 
next reactor to be deployed in the U.S. breeder development program. The fuel 
cycle calculations for the reference design are based on an 80% capacity 

TABLE 0.6 Uranium Cost Convention 

Fuel Cost 
First Core, Reloads 1 + 2 U1 
Reloads 3 - 7 U2 
Reloads 8 - 12 U3 
Reloads 13 - 17 U4 
Reloads 18 - 22 U5 
Reloads 23 - 27 U6 
Reloads 28 - 29 U7 
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factor. For this analysis, the reload fuel requirement and core residence 
times were modified to reflect a 65% capacity factor. The 65% capacity factor 
is consistent with that assumed for the LWR. 

The reference design fuel consists of core and axial blanket assemblies, 
internal blanket assemblies, and radial blanket assemblies. At 80% capacity 
factor, one half of the core and axial blanket assemblies and one half of the 
internal blanket assemblies are replaced each year. The radial blanket assem
blies are replaced at 3-, 4-, or 5- year intervals. Reducing the capacity 
factor to 65% increases the average residence time of each type of fuel. 

Table 0.7 shows the fuel mass flows used for this cycle's cost calcula
tion. The FBR life-cycle fuel requirements are assumed to consist of an ini
tial core and 29 equilibrium reloads. Plutonium charges and discharges are 
shown in terms of actual m~ss and equivalent LWR plutonium mass. The discharge 
masses are corrected for an assumed 2% loss in plutonium recovery. The iso
topic composition, and therefore the economic value, of plutonium varies 
depending on its source. The isotope content of the various types of plutonium 
is shown in Table C.8. The transformation of actual mass to equivalent LWR 
plutonium mass was performed using the isotope correlation coefficients for 
plutonium requirements found in Jenquin and Newman (1979). 

TABLE 0.7. FBR Fue 1 Mass Flows (kg/MW at 65% Capacity Factor) 

Heavy Metal Pu Equivalent LWR Pu --
Initial Core 

Core + Axial Blanket 36.93 4.558 5.764 
Internal Blanket 19.74 0 0 
Radial Blanket 35.00 0 0 

Equilibrium Reload 
Core + Axial Blanket 15.00 1. 975 2.279 
Internal Blanket 8.02 0 0 
Radial Blanket 7.67 0 0 

Equilibrium Discharge 
Core + Axial Blanket 15.00 1.844 2.068 
Internal Blanket 8.02 0.230 0.311 
Radi a 1 Bl anket 7.67 0.136 0.186 
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TABLE 0.8. Plutonium Isotopic Composition (%) 

Pu-238 Pu-239 Pu-240 Pu-241 Pu-242 
LWR 0.0 46.8 27.2 15.4 10.6 
Core Charge 0.0 86.7 11.4 1.7 0.2 
Core + Axial Blanket Reload 1.0 67.3 19.2 10.1 2.4 
Core + Axial Blanket Discharge 0.8 66.6 22.3 7.5 2.8 
Internal Blanket Discharge 0.0 95.4 4.5 0.1 0.0 
Radial Blanket Discharge 0.0 96.5 3.4 0.1 0.0 

Tables 0.9 and 0.10 show the expenses, credits, and depreciation per MW 
for the initial core and an equilibrium reload. All plutonium charges and 
credits are shown in terms of equivalent LWR plutonium. Depreciation is cal
culated based on the plutonium's value at the beginning of the cycle. It is 
assumed that just enough plutonium is discharged the first year for a reload 
and that the second discharge is an equilibrium discharge. P(n) is the value 
of plutonium at year n in $/kg. F1 is the cost of fabricating FBR blankets 
in $/kg. F2 is the cost of transporting (U,Pu)02 from the reprocessing 
plant to the refabrication plant plus the cost of fabricating the FBR core and 
axial blanket fuel. R is the cost (in $/kg) of the transportation, reprocess
ing, and waste management of FBR spent fuel. 

The levelized fuel cycle costs for the FBRls initial core and 29 equilib
rium reloads are calculated with the same formula used to calculate PWR's 
levelized fuel cycle costs (section 0.2.1). This calculation is an approxima
tion, since the first and last reloads are not equilibrium. This approxima
tion will have a minimal effect on the calculated fuel cycle cost. F1, F2, 
and R are assumed constant for the life of the reactor. Plutonium values are 
assumed constant for 5-year intervals, as shown in Table 0.11. 
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TABLE 0.9. Expenses, Credits, and Depreciation Per MW for 
Initial FBR Core and Blankets 

Core + Axial Blanket 

Year Pu Fabrication ReQrocessing DeQreciation 
0 5.764P(0) 36.93F2 
1 24.81F2 + 24.81R + 0.452P(O) 
2 9.81F2 + 9.81R + 0.179P(0) 
3 -2.068P(3) 15.00R 2.31F2 + 2.31R + 0.042P(0) 
4 -2.068P(4) 15.00R 
5 -0.955P(5) 6.93R 

Internal Blanket 

Year Pu Fabrication ReQrocessing DeQreciation 
0 19.74F1 
1 13.26F1 + 13.26R - 0.414P(0) 
2 5.24F1 + 5.24R - 0.204P(0) 
3 -0. 21lP (3) 8.02R 1.24F1 + 1.24R - 0.047P(0)1 
4 -0.31lP(4) 8.02R 
5 -0.143P(5) 3.70R 

Radial Blanket 

Year Pu Fabrication Re~rocessing De~reciation 

0 35.00F1 
1 16.84F1 + 16.84R - 0.222P(0) 
2 9.17F1 + 9.17R - O.222P(O) 
3 7.67R 5.34F1 + 5.34R - 0.130P(O) 
4 -0.186P(4) 7.67R 2.78F1 + 2.78R - 0.068P(O) 
5 -0.186P(5) 7.67R 0.87F1 + 0.87R - 0.021P(0) 
6 -0.186P(6) 7.67R 
7 -0.105P(?) 4.32R 
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TABLE D.10. Expenses, Credits, and Depreciation Per MW for the 
FBRls Equilibrium Reload N 

Core + Axial Blanket 

Year Pu Fabri cati on Reerocessing Deereci ation 
n 2.279P(n) 15.00F2 

n+1 6.35F2 + 6.35R + O.089P(n) 
n+2 6.35R2 + 6.35R + O.089P(n) 
n+3 2.30F2 + 2.30R + O.033P(n) 
n+4 -1.113P (n+4) 8.07R 
n+5 -O.955P(n+5) 6.93R 

Internal Blanket 

Year Pu Fabrication Reerocessing Deereciation 
n 8.02F1 

n+1 3.39F1 + 3.39R - O.132P(n) 
n+2 3.39F1 + 3.39R - O.132P(n) 
n+3 1.24F1 + 1.24R - O.047P(n) 
n+4 -O.168P(n+4) 4.32R 
n+5 -O.143P(n+5) 3.70R 

Radi a 1 Bl anket 

Year Pu Fabrication Reerocessing Deereciation 
n 7.67F1 

n+1 1.70F1 + 1.70R - 0.041P(n) 
n+2 1.70F1 + 1.l0R - O.041P(n) 
n+3 1.70F1 + 1.70R - O.041P(n) 
n+4 1.70F1 + 1.70R - O.041P(n) 
n+5 O.87F1 + O.87R - O.022P(n) 
n+6 -O.081P(n+6) 3.35R 
n+7 -O.105P(n+7) 4.32R 
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TABLE o.ll. Plutonium Values 

P(O) to P(2) ($/kg) PI ($/g) 
P(3) to P(7) ($/kg) P2 ($/g) 
P(8) to P(12) ($/kg) P3 ($/g) 
P(13) to P(17) ($/kg) P4 ($/g) 
P(18) to P(22) ($/kg) Ps ($/g) 
P(23) to P(27) ($/kg) P6 ($/g) 
P(28) and above P7 ($/g) 

The resulting equation for FBR fuel cycle costs is shown below: 

Levelized Fuel Cycle Cost = O.0034F1 + O.0031F2 + O.0047R + O.1974P1 
(mills/kWh) - O.0074P2 - O.0104P3 - O.0089P4 - O.007SPS 

- O.0064P6 - O.0814P7 

For the purposes of the analysis we assumed that plutonium would be 
valued at its cost of recovery from LWR spent fuel for the initial inventory 

(PI) and at its LWR indifference value subsequently. This is the value at 
which an LWR operator is economically indifferent to using LWR generated plu
tonium to displace uranium in subsequent LWR cycles or selling that plutonium. 
This assumption approximates the transition of plutonium's value from a period 
of excess plutonium because of a backlog of unreprocessed LWR spent fuel to a 
period of limited breeder capacity growth because of limited plutonium 
availability. 

The net cost of recovering plutonium from LWR spent fuel consists of the 
cost of reprocessing the spent fuel and disposing of the waste generated, 
minus the value of the uranium recovered from reprocessing the spent fuel. 
Table 0.12 summarizes the content of spent fuel from the improved LWR fuel 

cycle. This is the fuel assumed reprocessed to accumulate the plutonium for 
the initial FBR inventory. 
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TABLE 0.12. Composition of LWR Spent Fuel Discharge 
from the Improved LWR Per kg Heavy Metal 
Charged 

IsotoEe grams 

U-235 4.51 
U-236 7.39 
U-238 921.89 
Pu-239 4.60 
Pu-740 2.68 
Pu-241 1.51 
Pu-242 1.04 

The value of the 933.79g of recovered uranium (0.483% U-235, 0.791% U-236) is 
calculated by determining the U308 and separative work it displaces if it 
is recycled to make 1 kg of fresh fuel (4.7% U-235) for the improved LWR. At 
a 0.1% tails assay these credits are 0.994 lb U308 and -0.722 SWU, respec
tively. Therefore, the equation for the value (cost) of the initial plutonium 
is: 

where 

R1 - (0.944U - 0.722E) 
P1($/g) = = 0. 102R1 - 0.096U + 0.073E 9.83 g 

R1 = LWR spent fuel transportation, reprocessing, and waste management 
cost ($/kg) 

U = U308 cost ($/lb) 
E = enrichment cost ($/kg) 

Subsequent plutonium purchases and credits are valued using the indiffer
ence value for recycling plutonium in an LWR. Valuing plutonium in this man
ner simulates the competition for plutonium between the LWR and FBR, since the 

FBR operator will have to pay at least what it is worth to the LWR operator 
once fuel recycle is an established practice. The Final Generic Environmental 
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Impact Statement on the Use of Recycle Plutonium in Mixed Oxide Fuel in Light 
Water Cooled Reactors (NRC 1976) employed the equation shown below to express 
this indifference value: 

Pu Value ($/g fissile) = Value 93% enriched uranium 

X[0.85 - 1.6 (239 242p~41 )] 
Pu + Pu 

Pu fabrication penalty, $/kg MO x 
g fissile/kg MOx 

Assuming 0.1% tails assay, the plutonium isotopic content of LWR spent fuel 
shown in Table 0.12, the fabrication costs discussed in Appendix E, and 27.7 g 

fissile plutonium/kg MOx fuel (HEOL 1979) yields the equation: 

Pu Value ($/g fissile) = 0.2691U + 0.2063E - $9.16 

Pu Value ($/g) = 0.1673U + 0.1282E - $5.69 

Combining these assumptions for plutonium value with the previously 
developed equation for fuel cycle cost results in the equation: 

Levelized FBR Fuel Cycle Cost = 0.0034F1 + 0.0031F2 + 0.0047R + 0.0201R1 
(mills/kWh) - 0.0012E - 0.69 - 0.0190U1- 0.0012U2 

where 

- 0.0017U3 - 0.0015U4 - 0.0013U5 - 0.0011U6 
- 0.0136U7 

F1 = FBR blanket fabrication cost ($/kg) 

F2 = FBR core fabrication cost + cost of (U 1,Pu)02 transportation 

($/kg) 
R = FBR spent fuel transportation, reprocessing and waste 

management cost ($/kg) 
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R1 = LWR spent fuel transportation, reprocessing and waste 
management costs ($/kg) 

E = LWR fuel enrichment cost ($/SWU) 
U1",U7 = U30B cost at 5-yr intervals ($/lb U30B) 

Substituting the fuel cycle cost data from Appendix D and enrichment cost 
of $100/SWU gives: 

and 

F1 = $145/kg 
F2 = $620/kg 
R = $419-$526/kg 

R1 = 250-375/kg 
E = 100/SWU 

Levelized FBR Fuel 
(mill s/kWh) 

Cycle Cost = 9.291 to 12.307 - 0.0190U1 - 0.0012U2 
- 0.0017U3 - 0.0015U5 - 0.0013U5 - 0.0011U6 
- 0.0136U7 

To evaluate the economic introduction date for the FBR when the LWR is employ
ing a throwaway fuel cycle, R is reduced by $91/Kg. This corresponds to a 
credit of 1.B2 mills/kWh for the cost savings for not disposing of LWR spent 
fuel. 
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APPENDIX E 

FUEL CYCLE COSTS 

The cost of LWR and FBR energy depends on the cost of fuel cycle services. 
The costs of these services have been calculated using data developed by the 
Department of Energy's Alternative Fuel Cycle Assessment Program (AFCEP). 
These data were developed as input to the Nonproliferation Alternative Systems 
Assessment Program (NASAP). Tables E.1 and E.2 show the cost data from the 
AFCEP Fuel Cycle Data Base (HEDL 1979) for those fuel cycle activities rele
vant to LWR and FBR fuel cycle costs. Costs from that reference have been 
inflated from 1978 to 1980 dollars using a rate of 10%/year. 

TABLE E.1. Fuel Cycle Facility Cost Data 

CaEital Costs {106$} 0Eerating Costs (106$}/~r 
Faci1it~ Eguiement Personnel Materi a 1 

LWR Spent Fuel Repository 595 65 33 26 

LWR Reprocessing 581 - 1016 387 - 678 29 - 44 19 - 29 
(1500 MT/yr) 

LWR Waste Repository 597 68 33 44 

FBR Reprocessing 799 - 1162 532 - 774 36 - 51 24 - 34 
(1500 MT/yr) 

FBR Waste Repository 560 115 36 99 

FBR Core and Axial Blanket 411 278 30 81 
Fabrication (480 MT/yr) 

FBR Blanket Fabrica- 27 36 16 33 
tion (520 MT/yr) 

LWR MO x Fabrication 
(480 MT/yr) 

254 254 30 34 

LWR U02 Fabrication 38 41 18 28 
(520 MT/yr) 
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TABLE E.2. Fuel Transportation Costs 

LWR Spent Fuel 
FBR Spent Fuel 
(U,Pu) O2 

$26/kg 
$95/kg 

$21/kg reprocessed 

E.1 COMMERCIAL FUEL CYCLE SERVICES 

Reprocessing and fabrication are assumed to be commercial services. 
Waste management is a government service. The assumptions used to calculate 
unit costs from the data in Table E.1 are shown in Table E.3. The return on 
equity and interest assumptions for industry are discussed in detail in 
Appendix F. The cost of capital to the government was assumed to be 2%, which 
corresponds to the interest rate used for the commercial fuel cycle services. 
This is an upper limit, since the cost of borrowing money is typically less 
for the government than for industry. 

The basic method for computing unit cost was to use a discounted cash 
flow technique to equate present worth costs and revenues. Implicit in this 
formulation is the assumption that property taxes and insurance, capital 
equipment replacement, operating costs, and decommissioning costs are expensed 
for tax purposes. The formula used is shown below: 

where 
t 

PW 

PWFCC 

\
1 [PWFCC + (1 - ITC)PWECC - (t)PWD] \ 

Un it Cos t = _' _-_t __ +---.:....:PW~P~T..::.&=-I _+.--.:....PW;.:.;C:..::E;.:.;R_+_P~W_OC;;....-+_PW_D_C_ 
PWFP 

= tax rate 
= present worth 

0 
fnF 

= facility capital cost: L (1 + i)n 
n=-5 
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TABLE E.3. Parameters Used to Calculate Fuel Cycle Unit Costs 

Parameters 

Return on Equity Investment (Industry), % 
Interest on Debt (Industry and Government), % 
Debt Fraction (Industry) 
Debt Fraction (Government) 
Composite Tax Rate, % 
Property Tax Rate, % 
Insurance Rate, % 
Investment Tax Credit, % 
Interim Replacement Rate, % 
Plant Operation, % 
- First Year 
- Second Year 
- Remaining Life 
Commercial Operation Period, Years 
Depreciation Period, Years 
Construction Payment Schedule, % 
- First Year 
- Second Year 
- Third Year 
- Fourth Year 
- Fifth Year 
- Si xth Year 
Preoperational Payment Schedule, % of Operating Cost 
- First Year 
- Second Year 
- Third Year 
- Fourth Year 
- Fifth Year 
- Sixth Year 

E.3 

Value 

10 
2 
0.35 
1.00 

50 
2.5 
0.5 
7 
5 

33 
67 

100 
20 
16 

2.5 
6.5 

18.2 
44.2 
27.1 
1.5 

5 
10 
20 
30 
40 
40 



i = after tax weighted cost of capital 
= (1 - t) x debt fraction x interest on debt 

+ (1 - debt fraction) x return on equity 

fn = fraction of capital cost in year n 
F = total facility capital cost 

ITC = investment tax credit 
o 

PWECC = equipment capital cost: L fnE 

n=-5 (1 + i)n 

E = total equipment capital cost 
16 

PWD = depreciation: ~ (16~(17) 
n=l 

PWPT&I = property tax and insurance: 

N = facility life 

(16 - n+1) 
(1 + i)n 

N 

~ 
n=l 

P(F + E) 

(1 + i)n 

P = property tax rate + insurance rate 
N 

(F + E) 

PWCER = capital equipment replacement rate: "" eE 

e = equipment replacement rate 
N 

PWOC = operating cost: 

L...t (l+i)n 
n=l 

On = fraction of steady state operating cost in year n 
OP = steady state operating cost 

PWDC = decommissioning costs: 

PWFP = facility production: 

0.1 (F + E) 

(1 + i) N+1 

tn = fraction of steady state facility throughput in year n 
TP = steady state annual throughput 
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LWR and FBR fuel reprocessing and FBR core and blanket fabrication are 
assumed to be commercial fuel cycle services. Using the financial data for 
fuel cycle industries shown in Table E.1 in the formula presented above gives: 

t = 0.5 
i = (l-t) x debt fraction x interest on debt + (l-debt fraction) 

x return on equity 
= 0.5 x 0.35 x 0.02 + 0.65 x 0.10 
= 0.0685 

PW facility capital cost = 1.1508 F 
(l-ITC) = 0.93 
PW depreciation = 0.6933 (F+E) 
PW property tax and insurance = 0.3216 (F+E) 
PW equipment replacement = 0.5359 E 
PW operating costs = 12.3325 OP 
PW decommissioning costs = 0.0249 (F+E) 
PW facility production = 9.8028 TP 

Unit 
1 0~5 [1.1508F + (1-0.07) 1.1508 E -(0.5) (0.6933) (F + E)]) 

Cost = + 0.3216 (F + E) + 0.5359E + 12.3325 OP + 0.0249 (F + E) 
9.8028TP 

0.1994F + 0.2376E + 1.2581 OP = TP 

Applying this formula to the cost data for commercial fuel cycle services 
shown in Table E.1 gives the fuel cycle service unit costs shown in Table E.4. 

The extremes of the ranges shown for LWR and FBR reprocessing were cal
culated by combining the low capital cost estimates with the low operating 
cost estimates and the high capital cost estimates with the high operating 
cost estimates. The AFCEP fuel cycle data base gave no indication of the most 
likely values within the cost ranges or of any correlation between the capital 

cost estimate and the operating cost estimate. Therefore, symmetric probabil
ity density functions were chosen to represent these ranges, reflecting the 
intuitive feeling that unit costs near the middle of the range are more likely 
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TABLE E.4. Commercial Fuel Cycle Service 
Unit Costs 

Service 

LWR Reprocessing 
FBR Reprocessing 
FBR Core Fabrication 
FBR Blanket Fabrication 

LWR U02 Fabrication 

LWR MOx Fabrication 

Costs ($/kg) 

179 - 304 
241 - 348 

599 
145 

145 

399 

than unit costs at the extremes of the range. Fi gures E.1 and E.2 show the 
assumed probability density functions for LWR and FBR reprocessing. 
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FIGURE E.1. Probability Density Function for LWR Reprocessing 
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FIGURE E.2. Probability Density Function for FBR Reprocessing 

E.2 GOVERNMENT FUEL CYCLE SERVICES 

Disposal of recycle wastes from the LWR and FBR fuel cycles and disposal 
of LWR spent fuel are assumed to occur at a government-operated repository. 
The AFCEP data used for repository cost estimates are shown in Table E.l. The 
lifetimes assumed in the data base for these repositories differ depending on 
the repository area required per year for disposing of the wastes from 100 
lOOO-MWe reactors. These data are summarized in Table E.5. 
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TABLE E.5. AFCEP Repository Data 

Data 

Repository Storage Area, hectares 

Fuel Changed/IOO 1000-MWe LWRs (Throwaway) 
@ 75% Capacity Factor, MTHM 

Spent Fuel Repository Storage Area/IOO 
1000-MWe LWRs (Throwaway), hectares 

@ 75% Capacity Factor 

Repository Lifetime (LWR throwaway fuel cycle), years 

Fuel Charged/IOO 1000-MWe LWRs (Recycle), MTHM 
@ 75% Capacity Factor 

Recycle Waste Repository Storage Area/IOO 
1000-MWe LWRs, hectares 
@ 75% Capacity Factor 

Repository Lifetime (LWR Recycle Fuel Cycle), years 

Fuel Charged/IOO 1000-MWe FBRs, MTHM 
@ 75% Capacity Factor 

Repository Area/IOO 1000-MWe FBRs, hectares 
@ 75% Capacity Factor 

Repository Lifetime (FBR Fuel Cycle), years 

E.8 

Value 

670 

1613.0 

26.7 

25 

2686.4 

23.7 

28 

2803.4 

57.8 
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The unit cost equation was solved using the parameters appropriate for a 
government operated facility: 

t = 0.0 
i = 0.02 
1- ITC = 1.0 

PW facility capital cost = 1.0424 F 
PW equipment capital cost = 1.0424 E 
PW depreciation = 0.0 
PW property tax + insurance = 0.0 
PW equipment replacement (LWR Throwaway) = 0.9762 E 
PW equipment replacement (LWR Recycle) = 1.0641,E 
PW equipment replacement (FBR) = 0.5288 E 
PW operating costs (LWR Throwaway) = 21.0193 OP 
PW operating costs (LWR Recycle) = 22.7771 OP 
PW operating costs (FBR) = 12.0712 OP 
PW decommissioning costs (LWR-Throwaway) = 0.0598 (F+E) 
PW decommissioning costs (LWR) = 0.0563 (F+E) 
PW decommissioning costs (FBR) = 0.0773 (F+E) 
PW repository throughput (LWR Throwaway) = 19.5235 TP 
PW repository throughput (LWR Recycle) = 21.2813 TP 
PW repository throughput (FBR) = 10.5753 TP 

LWR R 1 R "t U"t C t - 1.0987 F + 2.1628 E + 22.7771 OP ecyc e epOSl ory nl os - 21.2813 TP 

FBR Repository Unit Cost 

0.0516 F + 0.1016 E + 1.0703 OP 
= TP 

= .::.1.:..;:.1=1-=...9:.....7 ~F_+---.;l..;,..' 6~4~8,;...5 "...:E:-.,...+.-:1=2-=-. 0~7..,;;;1.::.2 .-:O~P 
10.5753 Tp 

= ~O.:..;:' 1=0..;;..59=--.;,..F_+.--.;;;0-=.... 1=-.;5;,..:;,5.;:.,9 .... E;.-+ .-:1::...,:.. ~14..;.;:1::....:.5_0~P 
TP 

LWR Throwaway Repository Unit Cost = 1.1022 F + 2.0784 E + 21.0784 OP 
19.5235 TP 

= ~O.:...,:. 0::....:.5.::.65=--:....F_+~0-=-. 1::...::0:..,;.6.,;..5 -=E~_+ -=1::....:.. -=-07.-:9.....:.6_0::...;..P 
Tp 
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Substituting the cost data from Table E.1 and the annual throughput data 
from Table E.4 into these equations gives waste management unit costs of 
$65/kg LWR spent fuel disposal, $45/kg LWR fuel for LWR recycle waste disposal 
and $83/kg FBR fuel for FBR waste disposal. 
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APPENDIX F 

FINANCIAL ASSUMPTIONS 

The estimated cost of power from future LWRs and FBRs is determined by 
the capital structure of the operating utility. Financial assumptions for the 
utility must be consistent with the assumptions made in projecting the future 

costs of uranium and fuel cycle services, since both sets of assumptions will 
exist in the same financial environment. Table F.1 shows the financial 
assumptions used to characterize utilities, fuel cycle industries such as 
reprocessors and refabricators, and uranium mining companies. The values on 

the table represent constant dollar returns and interest rates. The effects 
of inflation have been removed to provide a set of parameters appropriate for 
a constant dollar comparison of future power costs. 

Return on Equity 
Capital 

Interest Rate on 
Debt 

Debt/Equity Ratio 

TABLE F.1. Financial Assumptions, % 

Utility Fuel Cycle Industry Uranium Industry 

6.0 

2.0 

55/45 

10.0 

2.0 

~/~ 

10.0 

2.0 

35/65 

Although no set of financial parameters can be selected as uniquely cor
rect for an analysis of this sort, the values in Table F.1 were found to be 
internally consistent and within the general range usually considered for each 
parameter. These parameters represent a synthesis of the values estimated 
using two approaches. The first approach yielded estimates based on histori

cal data for interest rates and return on equity, adjusted to reflect the 

differences in financial risk for utilities, fuel cycle industries, and the 
uranium industry. The second approach compared values used in other analyses 
of similar nature. The results of the two approaches and the rationale for 
the parameter values selected for Table F.l are discussed below. 
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F.1 HISTORICAL DATA FOR INTEREST ON DEBT AND RETURN ON EQUITY CAPITAL 

Power costs can be compared in terms of either constant dollars (no 
inflation) or current dollars (inflation included). A current dollar analysis 
requires forecasting inflation to determine future fuel cycle costs and 
operating and maintenance costs. Since this is impractical for the extended 
time period of this study, we have chosen a constant dollar analysis. A 
recent economic assessment of alternative power generating technologies noted 
that, "if a study is being performed without inflation for fuel and O&M costs, 
the costs of capital and other components of the fixed charge rate must be 
reduced by the inflation component in order to have all costs on a consistent 
basis" (EPRI 1979). The interest rate and return on equity assumptions for 
this analysis do not include the effects of inflation. 

Interest rates and the return on equity capital are related to the 
general economic conditions and can be derived by a comparison and evaluation 
of financial risk incurred by the purchasers of stocks and bonds. A recent 
publication by the Financial Analysts Research Foundation (Ibbotson and 
Sinquefield 1979) expressed the components of returns to stock and bond 
investments (excluding inflation) as: 

Real Bond Return = Real Riskless Rate of Return 
+ Bond Maturity Premiums 
+ Bond Default Premiums 

Real Common Stock Return = Real Riskless Rate of Return 
+ Equity Risk Premium 

The same publication examined before-tax rates of return (yields) for stocks, 
corporate bonds, long term government bonds and short-term government bonds 
for the period 1926-1978 to determine values for the parameters in the above 
equations. The calculated values of the parameters were: 

Real Riskless Rate of Return = 0.0% 
Bond Maturity Premium 

Bond Default Premium 
Equity Risk Premium 

F.2 

= 0.7% 
= 0.6% 
= 6.2% 



Using the derived values in the above equation gives: 

Real Bond Return 
Real Common Stock Returns 

= 1.3% 
= 6.2% 

These values represent the historical yield on the average corporate bond 
and the average common stock. Deriving the appropriate financial parameters 
for this analysis requires determining the relationship between utilities, 
fuel cycle industries, uranium mining industries, and the "average" issuers of 
corporate bonds or common stock. The financial parameters for the utility, 
fuel cycle, and uranium industries may differ from the market average because 
of differences in the financial risk of investing in these industries. In 
terms of the equations shown for real bond return and real common stock return, 
differences in the financial risk for these industries would result in differ
ences in the bond default premium and the equity risk premium. 

To determine the relationship between the yield on light, power, and gas 
utility bonds and domestic corporate bonds (Baa or higher), historical data 
from Moody1s Investor Service (1979) were examined. The differences between 
the corporate and utility bond yields from 1926 to 1978 were averaged. This 
period was selected for consistency with the previously discussed market 
average bond yield data. The mean value for the difference in yields for that 
period was 0.017% (corporate bond yield exceeding utility bond yield), with a 
standard deviation of 0.160%. Therefore, for this analysis, the yield on cor
porate and utility bonds can be considered equal. It was also assumed that 
the representative fuel cycle company and uranium mining company would have 
the same bond rating and, therefore, the same bond yield. 

The relationship between the market average return or equity returns for 
utilities, fuel cycle industries, and uranium mining industries is somewhat 
more difficult to assess, since the relative financial risk of investing in 
these stocks is not obvious. One common way of expressing the relationship 
between risk and return is to employ the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) 
(Weston 1973). The CAPM assumes a perfect market. Within this approximation 
it is useful in predicting returns. This model expresses the relationship 
between return on equity and risk as: 
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Real Return on Equity = Risk Free Rate of Return 
+ S (Average Market Return - Risk Free 
Rate of Return). 

Beta (S) in the equation is a measure of the volatility of the individual 
security returns relative to the average stock market return. Values of beta 
are not particularly time-dependent, as long as the economic environment is 
stable. 

Beta values for individual companies can be found in the Value Line 
Investment Survey (Arnold Bernhard and Co. 1980), an investment service that 
provides financial information for most publicly traded companies. The beta 
values for 102 electrical utilities listed in the survey ranged from 0.5 to 
0.85, and averaged 0.65. Basic chemical companies were assumed representative 
of the type of companies that would perform fuel cycle services. Beta values 
for 20 companies in this category ranged from 0.90 to 1.25, and averaged 1.06. 
Beta values for nine coal, uranium and geothermal companies ranged from 0.65 
to 1.25, and averaged 1.05. Using these values with the before-tax, real, 
risk-free rate of return (O.O%) and real average market return (6.2%) previ
ously discussed in the CAPM equation leads to the results shown in Table F.2. 
The real interest rate on debt is assumed to be equal to the historical aver
age bond return previously discussed (1.3%) for utilities, fuel cycle indus
tries, and uranium mining industries. 

TABLE F.2. Estimated Financial Parameters (%) 

Real Rate 
of Return on 

Eguit~ CaEital Real Interest Rate 
Range Average on Debt 

Utility 3.1-5.3 4.0 1.3 
Fuel Cycle Industry 5.6-7.8 6.6 1.3 

Uranium Industry 4.0-7.8 6.5 1.3 
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F.2 FINANCIAL PARAMETERS USED IN OTHER ANALYSES 

Tables F.3 and F.4 show the values of the financial parameters that have 
been used in other studies of this nature. In some cases, the financial 
parameters were reported based on a specified level of inflation. The formula 
below was used to calculate the equivalent interest rate with inflation 
removed (Higgins 1977). 

R , I t C t - (Interest Rate with Inflation +1) - 1 
ea nteres os - Inflation Rate +1 

The EPRI analysis (1979) recommended utility financial parameters of 8% 
interest on debt and 13.5% return on equity. The report stated that these 
were consistent with a 6% inflation rate. Using the above formula to correct 
these financial parameters gives the values shown in Table F.3. Another 
study, Breeder Reactor Economics (Stauffer et ale 1975), reported the real 
interest on debt and return on equity. The financial values used for that 
parameter study are also shown in Table F.3. 

TABLE F.3. Utility Financial Parameters Used in Other Analyses (%) 

EPRI 
Breeder Reactor Economics 

Interest 
on Debt 

1.9 
2.75 

Return on 
Equity 

7.1 
5.5 

The analyses reported by the Nonproliferation Alternative Systems Assess
ment Program (DOE 1980) used the financial parameters shown in Table F.4. The 
utility parameters were reported both with and without a 5.5% inflation rate. 
However, only financial parameters including inflation were reported for fuel 
cycle industries. These were corrected in the manner previously discussed, 
assuming that the 5.5% inflation rate discussed for the utility financial para

meters was also applicable to the industry financial parameters. 
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TABLE F.4. NASAP Financial Parameters (%) 

Interest on Debt Return on Equity 

Utility 
Industry 

2.5 
2.7 

7.0 
8.1 

Those studies also assume a debt equity ratio for utility financing to 
calculate the average cost of utility capital. The debt equity assumption 
used in each study is shown in Table F.5, along with the average debt equity 
ratios from value line (Arnold Bernhard and Co. 1980) for the 20 basic 
chemical companies assumed representative of fuel cycle industries and the 
nine coal, uranium and geothermal companies. 

TABLE F.5. Debt/Equity Ratio Assumptions (%) 

Value Line 

EPRI 

Breeder Reactor 
Economics 

NASAP 

F.3 SELECTED FINANCIAL PARAMETERS 

Utility 

50/50 

55/45 

55/45 

Fuel Cycle 
Industry 

34/66 

35/65 

Uranium 
Industry 

33/67 

Historical data indicate that the real bond interest rate has been 1.3%, 
and that the interest on corporate and utility bonds is approximately equal. 
Similar analyses have used real interest rates ranging from 1.9% to 2.7%. A 
value of 2% was selected for this analysis. This is in the lower end of the 
range of values used in other analyses, but slightly higher than the histori
cal yield on bonds. 

Table F.2 shows estimated returns on equity for utilities, fuel cycle 
industries and the uranium industry based on historical data adjusted for the 
relative financial risk of those investments. These estimates show a range of 
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3.1% to 5.3% for real return on utility equity, and 4.0% to 7.8% for real 
return on equity for fuel cycle and uranium industries. Other similar studies 
have used a range of real return on utility equity of 5.5% to 7.1% and a fuel 

cycle industry return on equity of 8.1%. 

These ranges represent returns for typical utility or industry invest
ments. However, for utilities building a nuclear power plant or companies 
engaged in fuel cycle services or uranium mining, the risk inherent in a new 
project (LWR, FBR, reprocessing plant, refabrication plant, uranium mine, 

etc.) can be considered greater than the industry or company average because 
of higher degrees of uncertainty prevailing in the market and in the regula
tory environment. Therefore, the return on equity required for projects of 

this type would be greater than the company or industry average, in order to 
compensate investors for the increased risk. Appropriate rates of return for 
these projects would be in the high end of the range of company averages, or 
perhaps above the ranges. In terms of the Capital Asset Pricing Model, this 
just means that the beta for a project of this type is greater than the over
all beta for a particular company. Assessing individual projects within a 
company at a higher or lower discount rate (cost of capital) to reflect dif
ferences in their relative risk is a standard technique of financial analysis 

(Higgins 1977). The values selected for returns on equity in Table F.1 reflect 
the greater risk of these activities relative to the industry average risks 
(and returns) portrayed in Table F.2. The selected value for return on utility 
equity is slightly higher (less than 1%) than the historical range. The 10% 
return on equity selected to characterize the fuel cycle and uranium mining 
industry is approximately 2% higher than the historical range of typical 
returns for these types of companies. The larger estimated increase above the 
historical range of returns on equity for fuel cycle and uranium industries 
reflects the greater financial risk of those activities. 
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